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Abstract
The cybersecurity market is the fastest growing market in the United States; as such,
leaders in financial institutions recognize their businesses are vulnerable, as money is
accessible within computerized banking systems. The purpose of this multiple case study
was to explore what strategies financial service leaders use to recruit cybersecurity
professionals. The conceptual framework for this study was the hierarchy of needs and
stakeholder management theory. Data collection involved company archival documents
and semistructured, open-ended interviews with 5 financial service leaders in the
Midlands area of South Carolina who recruited skilled cybersecurity professionals to
support long-term business sustainability. Coding, clustering, and theme development
evolved through coding key words and actions, drawing ideas together into clusters, and
evolving the prominent ideas into themes. During data analysis, the theoretical
propositions underwent a sequential process, which included coding the data by hand.
The use of member checking and methodological triangulation increased the
trustworthiness of the study. Analysis revealed 3 themes: increased training, broadened
social networking, and improved communication. Financial service leaders can use
training to educate and recruit new cybersecurity professionals. Also, findings suggest the
need for training to improve social networking and communicate as a team to increase
profitability. The findings from this study may contribute to social change by helping
business owners recruit skilled professionals to prevent or reduce cybersecurity threats.
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Section 1: Foundation of the Study
As technology evolves, the changes may affect financial institutions and allow
threats to online security (Carlon & Downs, 2014). Unfortunately, the expansion of
technology creates competitive advantage and new opportunities for people to carry out
criminal activities online through cyber-crime, which causes financial burdens on
organizations (Lagazio, Sherif, & Cushman, 2014). As the risks increase, financial
institutions must continue to seek innovative ways to recruit trained cybersecurity
professionals.
Training in various areas of information technology (IT) such as coding, storage,
and core systems is important to cybersecurity professionals (Malhotra, 2015). Despite
security breaches and identity theft, most research does not reflect the critical
vulnerabilities in the global banking and finance industry (May, Koski, & Stramp, 2016).
My study might reduce the gaps in strategies that leaders use to hire cybersecurity
professionals.
Background of the Problem
Cybersecurity experts expect the trend toward increasingly advanced cyberattacks
to continue in the 21st century (Andriole, 2015). The financial service industry is a vital
component of the nation’s critical infrastructure and remains a prime target for cybercrime. Homeland Security reported that the United States financial institution
cybersecurity market is the largest and fastest growing private sector cybersecurity
market (Andriole, 2015). In 2013, information securities’ spending on solutions to the
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problem totaled $17.1 billion (Von Solms & Van Niekerk, 2013), and rose to $76.9
billion, or by 8.2%, in 2015.
In 2014, leaders at a major United States bank assessed threats to customer
security and asserted that spending $250 billion dollars and assigning 1,000 cybersecurity
professionals to each incident of threat may not be enough to protect any financial service
company from computer attacks (Shields, 2015). However, the issue remains that there is
a shortage of trained cybersecurity professionals able to handle these attacks in all
businesses; the financial service industry is the most vulnerable because money is readily
accessible within banking systems (Andriole, 2015).
Current strategies used to recruit financial service IT professionals consist of job
fairs, headhunters, website posting of positions and personal referral (Stoughton,
Thompson, & Meade, 2015). In researching the problem, I found no specific studies on
the strategies that financial service leaders (FSLs) found helpful in recruiting
cybersecurity professionals to defend the banking industry against the threat of
cyberattacks. For this reason, I explored what strategies financial service leaders use to
recruit cybersecurity professionals.
Problem Statement
There is a shortage of cybersecurity talent in banking institutions in the United
States (Carlon & Downs, 2014). Andriole (2015) noted that between April 2013 and
May 2014, 93% of financial service organizations experienced cyberthreats. Carlon and
Downs (2014) indicated that information security enables a financial institution to meet
its business objectives by managing IT related risks. The general business problem was
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that shortage of cybersecurity talent resulting in a loss of organizational privacy and
profitability. The specific business problem was that some financial service leaders lack
strategies to recruit cybersecurity professionals.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore what strategies
financial service leaders used to recruit cybersecurity professionals. The population of
this study consisted of 5 financial service leaders (FSLs) within two financial companies
in Columbia, South Carolina, that used successful strategies to recruit cybersecurity
professionals. Participants shared strategies they used to recruit cybersecurity
professionals. The study findings might help other cybersecurity business leaders recruit
skilled professionals, enhance cybersecurity awareness for citizens, and prevent or reduce
cybersecurity threats.
Nature of the Study
There are three types of research methods available to researchers: qualitative,
quantitative, and the mixed methods. Quantitative, qualitative, and the mixed-method
approaches offer different strengths in research (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Quantitative
research is a method for investigating variables’ relationships, cause-effect phenomenon,
and differences in outcomes (Hartas, 2015). I declined to use quantitative research
because my intent was to understand strategies participants deploy for integration in their
respective processes, and not examine relationships or differences among variables. A
mixed method or hybrid approach includes both qualitative and quantitative methods in a
single study (Bryman & Bell, 2015). The mixed method approach was not appropriate
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because using the mixed method includes quantitative inquiry, which was inappropriate
for this study. The qualitative research method was suitable for this study to explore the
strategies individuals used to recruit cybersecurity professionals (Hartas, 2015).
In qualitative research, primary designs include: (a) narrative, (b)
phenomenological, (c) ethnographic, and (d) case study (Yin, 2014). Narrative
researchers explore lifelong (past) stories of individuals. In this study, I sought to
understand the current strategies FSLs use to recruit cybersecurity professionals.
Therefore, I did not select a narrative study. The phenomenological researcher seeks to
explore the meaning of individuals lived experiences (Marshall & Rossman, 2014),
which was not the intent of this study. An ethnographic design was not appropriate
because studying sociocultural group was not the purpose of this study (Lewis, 2015). A
descriptive multiple case study was the most appropriate design for this study because the
intent was to explore strategies and individual experiences (Marshall & Rossman, 2014).
Research Question
The central research question was: What strategies do financial service leaders
use in recruiting cybersecurity professionals?
Interview Questions
To address the central research question, I proposed the following interview
questions (see Appendix A):
1. What strategies do you use to recruit cybersecurity professionals?
2. How were the recruiting strategies to recruit cybersecurity professional deployed
and implemented?
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3. What challenges, if any, did you experience while using recruiting strategies to
recruit cybersecurity professionals? How did you address any barriers to
implementing the recruitment strategies?
4. How do you measure the success of your strategies and recruitment processes?
5. What additional information can you provide to help me understand the strategies
and processes you’ve used for employing and maintaining the service of
cybersecurity professionals?
Conceptual Framework
The conceptual framework I used for this study was the hierarchy of needs theory
established by Maslow in 1943, and Straub and Welke’s (1998) stakeholder management
theory (SMT). Maslow (1943) explained the motivations of people to first have their
lowest-level needs met, such as food and shelter. Once an individual achieves basic
needs, higher-level levels needs and goals, such as love and esteem, become their goals.
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory applies to both primary and secondary needs for
salary generation and self-actualization. For this study, the primary needs were the job
descriptions of cybersecurity positions, the candidates, and current cybersecurity experts:
To address when deciding to recruit, accept, and remain in cybersecurity positions with
the company. Straub and Welke developed the SMT in 1998, and addressed value
creation through business relationships. Use of stakeholder theory enables managers to
take responsibility for all stakeholder groups’ interests in their decision-making. The
principal stakeholders are the hiring managers, applicants, and those needing protection
from cybersecurity threats (Straub & Welke, 1998). Lemke and Harris-Wai (2015)
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indicated that stakeholder management, consultation and engagement have become
increasingly prevalent in the business community as businesses recognize the value of
these interactions. Not only is stakeholder consultation a vital component of corporate
social responsibility, but businesses that engage with and listen to the needs of their
stakeholders consistently outperform their peers.
For the purpose of this study, the principal stakeholders were the hiring managers,
cybersecurity applicants, and current cybersecurity experts; however, cybersecurity job
descriptions must reflect the needs of a broad range of stakeholders. Stakeholders place
trust in the company to protect assets, and business managers respond by recruiting and
retaining experts competent to secure cyber activity (Mármol, Pérez, & Pérez, 2016).
Using the hierarchy of needs theory as an additional component of the conceptual
framework for this study includes addressing the cybersecurity needs of business owners,
and identifying the needs of all stakeholders affected by cyberattack. I applied both the
hierarchy of needs theory and SMT to the study to understand what strategies business
owners require to recruit cybersecurity professionals through identifying the needs for
recruiting and retaining successful applicants and current cybersecurity employees.
Operational Definitions
Cyber-crime: Cyber-crime is a deliberate attack, administrative, motivated
against information, computer system and programs, and data that lead to violence,
against the targets from the international group or undercover agents (Gordon et al.,
2015).
Cybersecurity Professional: A cybersecurity professional trains in the protection
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of IT systems against threats (Gordon, Loeb, Lucyshyn, & Zhou, 2015). Cybersecurity is
the management of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards, guidelines, risk
management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance, and technologies to
protect the environment and organization’s assets (Von Solms & Van Niekerk, 2013).
Hacker: Hacker is an unauthorized user who attempts to obtain access to an
information system is a crime even if there is no noticeable harm to the network since it
is an intrusion (Andriole, 2015).
Information security management (ISM): Information security management is a
system used to mitigate the various risks and threats to the information (Lagazio et al.,
2014).
Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations
In the following subsections, I present assumptions, limitations, and delimitations
of the study. Assumptions in the study were presumed true, but not proven. Limitations
are a potential weakness of the study, and delimitations are those factors that the
researcher can control.
Assumptions
Assumptions allow researchers to remain focused while taking into consideration
factors that are important to the study (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013). For this research study,
I made three assumptions. First, I assumed that participants of the study would give
accurate responses with an understanding that their responses are confidential. The
second assumption was that members may articulate experiences related to the topic. The
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third assumption was that interviews offered an opportunity to explore what strategies
financial service leaders need to recruit cybersecurity professionals.
Limitations
A small sample of participants limits the generalizability of results (Bryman &
Bell, 2015). Given the well-known difficulties in gaining information from financial
institutions, I decided to follow a qualitative approach, exploring the insights learned
from the experiences of leaders with strategies used in recruiting talent. Finally, in this
qualitative case study, all aspects pertaining to strategies financial service leaders used to
recruit cybersecurity professionals to benefit stakeholders may not convey.
Delimitations
The population for this study included financial service leaders in Columbia,
South Carolina. The first delimitation included the population because of the restriction
to the area for convenience (Leedy & Ormrod, 2013). The second delimitation included
the purposive selection of participants, which is nontransferable to a larger population.
The purposeful sample size was a delimitation as the outlooks reflect the experiences of
those interviewed and are not generalizable to financial institutions or geographic
locations (Bryman & Bell, 2015).
Significance of the Study
The value of the study was to explore what strategies financial service leaders use
to recruit cybersecurity professionals. The use of recruiting strategies specifically for
cybersecurity professionals in the banking industry may protect individuals and build
trust in a sensitive economic climate where everyone is sensitive about fraud (Devi,
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2016). A security breach involving customer data may have a devastating effect on an
organization (Critchley, 2015). Consumers rely on information systems (IS) to transact
their banking needs and purchase their goods (Angel & McCabe, 2015). If criminals are
compromising any IS, consumers might lose trust in the organization.
Contribution to Business Practice
The findings from the study may contribute to business practices by providing
strategies leaders require to recruit cybersecurity professionals. Financial service leaders
may use the findings to evaluate the effectiveness of their current strategies and to reduce
costs associated with cybersecurity (Potter & Vickers 2015). It is critical that all
financial service leaders understand the issues surrounding computer technology (Fonash
& Schneck, 2015). Moreover, investment in organizational security can reduce the
financial burden on company leaders and maintain consumer confidence (Adams &
Makramalla, 2015).
Implications for Social Change
As cyberattacks increase, public awareness of vulnerabilities also increases
(Adnan, Just, Baillie, & Kayacik, 2015). The findings from the study have implications
for social change by helping business owner recruit skilled professionals to prevent or
reduce cybersecurity threats. The recruitment of skilled professionals could reduce
customers’ cost and time to address the occurrence of cyber-crime, and increase customer
confidence and market share, thus creating greater profits for business owners. Greater
profits can benefit community economies (Eckhardt & Bardhi, 2016).
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A Review of the Professional and Academic Literature
The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore what strategies financial
service leaders need to recruit cybersecurity professionals. Adnan et al. (2015) reported
that cyber-crimes cost business leaders upward of $7.7 million a year. In 2014, the cost
of cyber-crimes in the United States increased by 20% compared to other countries
(Wilson et al., 2015). The purpose of this qualitative study and literature review was to
provide: (a) an overview of the topic, (b) gain a deeper understanding of the topic
understudy, (c) create new awareness and research undertaken by others, (d) identify a
research question, and (e) summarize the problem (Booyens, 2014). The research
question addressed what strategies financial service leaders use to recruit quality
cybersecurity professionals.
The literature review contains peer-reviewed references and citations; 97 % of the
145 peer-reviewed articles have a publication date within 5 years of the anticipated
graduation date. I examined the following databases: (a) Science Direct, (b) Emerald
Management Journals, and (c) ProQuest. The keyword searches included cybersecurity,
internet banking, cyberattacks, vulnerabilities, information technology, information
security, deterrence theory, information systems, financial institutions, and IT
professionals.
Jasper (2015) explained that general deterrence theory (GDT) seeks to shape
one’s perceptions of costs and benefits while committing resources, enhancing operations,
and using force when necessary. Establishing cybersecurity frameworks is a business
necessity. A structure is needed to protect businesses from a cyberattack (Jasper, 2015).
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For GDT to be effective, one should rely on: (a) the means leaders’ use to influence
behavior, (b) credibility by training or influencing the responsibility of others, and (c)
communication by sending the right message to the desired audience (Alanezi & Brooks,
2014).
General deterrence theorists view deterrence as implementing strategies to
influence the decision makers (Alanezi & Brooks, 2014). The aim of deterrence in the
banking industry was to provide restrictions for potential cyber-crime (Cheng, Li, Zhai,
& Smyth, 2014). General deterrence theory is most useful in creating constant awareness
through training and publicity of possible threats to security (Alanezi & Brooks, 2014).
The first GDT element is the deterrence that focuses on policies, awareness,
training, and security (Alanezi & Brooks, 2014). The second element is prevention,
which includes obstacles, authentication, devices, firewalls, and procedures. The third
part is detection, which concentrates on the process of discovering security breaches,
internal system control, and audits trails. General deterrence theorists view deterrence as
influencing leaders’ decision-making processes, which may require altering or
reinforcing how they factor decisions before acting on them (Guzansky & Golov 2015).
The aim of deterrence is to provide disincentives for potential cyberattacks by
recruiting trained cybersecurity professionals to mitigate this problem. An estimate of
95% of cyberattacks caused by IT users’ mistakes is due to inadequate cybersecurity
training (Calton & Levy, 2015). General deterrence theorists suggest that deterrence
activities create awareness and inhibit fraud which may stop crime before it happens
(Nagin, 2013). Having trained cybersecurity professionals can help leaders facilitate
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prevention activities by establishing essential awareness for the operators of the system
(Yoo & Chang, 2014). Use of the GDT model aligns with understanding one of the
pillars of the cybersecurity strategy in the United States, which was to improve the
resilience to cyberattacks by recruiting trained cybersecurity professionals. However,
researchers often use Maslow’s hierarchy of needs address the frame of reference of
stakeholders in their continued use of financial services with increased cybersecurity and
protection against theft.
Considered Theory
Extensive theoretical scholars debated the effectiveness of deterrence strategies in
preventing and mitigating the consequences of cyber-crimes (Wilson, et al., 2015).
Adopting different countermeasures is crucial to decreasing the risk of cyberattacks
(Alanezi & Brooks 2014). Wilson et al. (2015) suggested that the main problem
associated with a cyber deterrence strategy is the limited capability and intent
demonstrated by the legal system, which makes this issue a challenge. because
cyberattacks are frequent.
The cyberattack on JP Morgan Chase Bank offers an explanatory case to examine
the sufficiency of the GDT strategies (Jasper, 2015). In this case, the hackers
compromised a bank employee’s username and password to enter the server. With a
variety of malware protection, the hackers gained access to 100 servers that stored
personal data and 76 million household accounts. For this deterrence by denial, JP
Morgan’s chairperson admitted that even though the bank has fortified its defenses with
$250 million annual security budget, the battle is “continual and likely never-ending”
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(Jasper, 2015). Furthermore, the perceptions of cyberattacks has not helped create the
necessary awareness to deter and prevent attacks.
Alanezi and Brooks (2014) noted that there is a need to change the perception of
trained cybersecurity professionals and create more awareness through training. Socialcultural, industrial, and organizational environment practices have a strong influence on
the four components of GDT : (a) deterrence, (b) prevention, (c) detection, and (d)
remedy. The goal of deterrence is to reduce cyberattacks (Garg & Camp, 2015).
Therefore, I did not use general deterrence theory because my intent was to explore the
perceptions of financial service leaders rather than criminals.
Theories used for the Conceptual Framework
Two theories comprised the framework for this research: Maslow’s hierarchy of
needs and stakeholder management theory (SMT). Value creation is a theme in strategic
management and receives attention at both the micro level (individual and group) and
macro level (organization and society). Strategic management value refers to the amount
people are willing to pay or the time they serve (Tiwana et al., 2014). Examples of
theories that describe value creation are the value chain activities, the theory of creative
destruction, and transaction cost economics (Crane, Graham, & Himick, 2015). Financial
service leaders use the SMT to approach value creation from the perspective that
understanding value creation processes are critical tools regarding a firm’s relationships
(Garriga, 2014).
Previous views of the SMT solely aligned with the financial responsibilities
company leaders owed to the business owners (Tiwana et al., 2014). The critics of SMT
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claim attempting to balance multiple stakeholder groups’ interests are contrary to the
responsibilities of the firm (Crane et al., 2015). Jollands et al. (2015) countered this
criticism by arguing sustainability in an organization influenced by stakeholders that
want successful businesses.
Leaders’ relationships with possible stakeholders is largely attributable to their
ability to create wealth (Jollands et al., 2015). Stakeholders refer to groups or individuals
who contribute, whether substantially or not, to the organization (Eskerod & Huemann,
2013). Thus, stakeholders can be customers, employees, suppliers, investors, financiers,
and other groups that contribute to the value creation in the firm. An example of the
application of stakeholder theory is when leaders consistently request stakeholders to
determine value over time (Alanezi & Brooks, 2014; Zagare, 2013). Therefore, to
achieve high performance, an organizational leader should adopt a comprehensive
strategy-making perspective, including the needs and demands of multiple stakeholder
groups (Garriga, 2014).
The stakeholder is often alone in the process of value creation (Tiwana et al.,
2014). The value of each stakeholder group is multifaceted and connected to each other.
This connection can create a joint effort by stakeholders with tacit knowledge that their
stakes interconnect. The principal task for managers was to facilitate the connection
between the different stakeholder groups (Eskerod & Huemann, 2013). For stakeholders’
value and welfare, research should enhance options or opportunities that increase the
value creation process.
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Total utility is the satisfaction obtained from the position individuals have, and
marginal utility refers to the pleasure they receive from acquiring or giving away a good
or service (Crane et al., 2015). In this way, relationships between stakeholders and
business professionals are symbiotic (Garriga, 2014). Value creation opportunities are
uncertain. Company leaders can articulate ways for improving stakeholder welfare, due
to the total utility function (Davis, 2016).
Researchers indicated that most standards do not address stakeholder management
as they focus on SMT to comply with project needs (Eskerod & Huemann, 2013). My
research focuses on two stakeholder groups in IT-centric project environments and
financial management leaders because business leaders can provide their assessment of a
project’s overall success. Business leaders may be less knowledgeable about assessing
skills that lead to success in a cybersecurity environment. Financial leaders are the
primary stakeholders when it comes to addressing issues regarding hiring, and
onboarding of all business professionals. Therefore, financial managers are also the ones
responsible for recommendations on how development budgets are spent, in IT to which
this research contributes (Kafol, 2014).
There is a trend in using management theories in research (Millhollan & KaarstBrown, 2014). Kafol (2014) and Adriole (2015) used SMT as the conceptual framework.
Theorists also claim that SMT in project management implies, through the combined
body of knowledge that touches the multiple processes, tools, and techniques a manager
must apply in their profession (Davis, 2016). The concept of SMT describes a
stakeholder’s ability to select, nurture, and deliver programs effectively (Jollands et al.,
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2015). Leaders use strategic SMT to benefit stakeholders, products, and services that
help them. Furthermore, SMT is aligned with this study by allowing me to highlighting
the importance of recruiting trained and keeping qualified cybersecurity professionals
(Andriole, 2015).
The hierarchy of needs, developed by Maslow (1943), had basic goals with the
need to achieve higher-level goals. Using Maslow’s model of the hierarchy of needs in
public and private commercial banks reveals that employees of commercial banks show a
great use of lower level needs and moderate use of upper-level needs (Rahman &
Nurullah, 2015). Rahman and Nurullah found that employees of private commercial
banks have a slightly higher motivational score for Maslow's model, but these
motivational differences are significant for safety needs and insignificant for social
esteem and need for self-actualization.
Maslow (1943) stated there are 5 needs, which separate into deficit needs, and
higher needs. These needs include:
1. Biological and physiological needs: physiological needs - food, drink, shelter,
warmth, sleep.
2. Safety needs: - freedom from fear, protection from elements, security, and
stability.
3. Love and belongingness need - friendship, intimacy, affection, and love.
4. Esteem needs - achievement, independence, self-respect, and respect for others.
5. Self-Actualization needs: - realizing personal potential, self-fulfillment.
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The applicability of Maslow’s model is often culture-specific; it requires
managerial attention to sustain well-motivated employees in different companies in the
various countries globally (Rahman & Nurullah, 2015). The hierarchy of needs consists
of different levels, and that leaders use when striving toward a collaborative climate
(Jacobsson & Wilson, 2014). According to Jacobsson and Wilson (2014), as their project
pertaining to Maslow’s model progressed, even the contractors involved themselves in a
collaborative way of working.
Researchers use Maslow’s hierarchy of needs to better understand human beings
and their motives (Hayashi, 2016). The layers related to food and physiological needs are
very close, similarly so are the happiness, self-actualization, and transcendence needs
(Maslow, 1943). A person must satisfy lower-level needs to meet higher-level growth
needs (Singh & Holmström, 2015). Growth needs continue to be felt and can become
stronger once need is met (Maslow, 1943). Once growth needs are satisfied, one may be
able to reach the highest level: Self-actualization. While every person is capable and has
the desire to move up the hierarchy toward a level of self-actualization,
The Maslowian portfolio theory (MaPT) is relevant because researchers’ use
MaPT to further state that it is not possible to convey human needs into the area of
investment (Majewski, 2014). At the primary level, an investor looks for opportunities to
secure their financial safety and when that need is being satisfied, the second-tier needs
become evident. The second level is still the need for protection where the only criterion
in the decision-making process is the possible risk of the decision.
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At the lower level of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs, one’s goals apply, and
according to Singh and Holmstrom (2015), individuals are conservative because of the
primary survival needs and security. The early majority of managers feel secure in
adopting technology and innovative methods of providing financial security to its
stakeholders; however, they need confidence and expertise in the required processes and
strategies. Early adopters of technology look for the opportunity to recognize a leader,
while the innovators and technology developers are creative. The hierarchy of needs
applies to various financial security fields, and the fundamental characteristics of
Maslow’s hierarchy of needs can be easily adapted to suit the financial services industry.
From a technology adoption perspective, innovation-related needs were termed as
primary needs, if the adopted the innovation or technology was critical for survival or the
sense of belonging to its professional network (Singh & Holmström, 2015). From the
viewpoint of multi-disciplinary association, if the network has primarily decided to adopt
an innovation, a financial service leader may have to consider the changes to continue
doing business within that financial network. Adoption of innovation is consistent with
the lower levels of Maslow’s needs by providing technology (Hayashi, 2016). On the
other hand, secondary needs are the needs that go beyond survival and are akin to the
higher- level needs in Maslow’s hierarchy (Rahman & Nurullah, 2015).
Motivation strategies and practices are necessary to enhance employee
engagement, satisfaction, commitment, and performance in business settings (Devito et
al., 2016). D’Souza and Gurin (2016) wrote that Maslow popularized the concept of selfactualization as a lifelong process. Maslow believed people follow a path called growth
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motivation that allows them to self-actualize and realize their true potential. The
significance of the hierarchy of needs theory was to develop models that individuals can
follow to reach self-actualization (D’Souza & Gurin, 2016). According to Harrigan and
Commons (2015), the hierarchy of needs was a set of mental inferences that account for
the hierarchy of needs theory. The hierarchy of needs theory takes the same situations
that Maslow wrote of and used behavioral metrics. Needs, in this case, are primary and
reinforcers are secondary factors that change with each stage. Primary reinforcers are
basic and secondary reinforcers learned when paired with a primary reinforcer (Harrigan
& Commons, 2015). Therefore, individuals who score higher on Maslow’s hierarchy
should also show higher stages and class in social perspectives.
Hansen and Schaltegger (2016) used the hierarchy of needs in the normative
perspective related to deterrence and SMT. Their use of the hierarchy of needs provides
a comparable evolutionary model with the stages (for both individuals and organizations)
ranging from survival to community values. Financial service leaders used the hierarchy
of needs in conjunction with SMT to address social needs related to social equity in
stakeholder relations (Kamal, Brown, Sivabalan, & Sundin, 2015). The findings from the
Kamal et al., study assisted policymakers in understand the strategies adopted by
stakeholders to initiate change.
Theories
The modern-day theory of deterrence is attributable to the early works of Thomas
Hobbes (1588–1678), Cesare Beccaria (1738–1794), and Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832)
(Jasper, 2015). In protest of the legal policies of Europe from the 1580s to 1830s against
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the spiritualistic explanations of crime, these theorists provided a foundation for the
general deterrence theory (GDT) in criminology. Although grounded in the field of
criminology, Straub and Welke (1998) were the first published theorists to apply GDT to
information security (IS), their writing supported the premise that information security
was not a top priority for most managers. Using a sample of 1211 randomly selected
organizations, Straub and Welke (1998) found that the implementation of security
measures decreased organizational risk.
General deterrence theorists suggest the following four elements that provide a
framework for avoiding cyberattacks: deterrence, prevention, detection, and remedies of
issues. The aim of deterrence in the banking industry was to provide restrictions for
potential cyber-crime (Cheng, Li, Zhai, & Smyth, 2014). An estimated 95% of
cyberattacks caused by IT users’ mistakes are due to inadequate cybersecurity training
(Calton & Levy, 2015). Use of the GDT model aligns with understanding one of the
pillars of our nation’s cybersecurity strategy, to improve our resilience to cyberattacks by
recruiting trained cybersecurity professionals; and the researcher considered it for this
study (Wilson, et al., 2015).
Adopting different countermeasures is essential to decreasing the risk of
cyberattacks (Alanezi & Brooks, 2014). For this deterrence by denial, JP Morgan’s
chairperson admitted that even though the bank has fortified its defenses with $250
million annual security budget, the battle is frequent and likely never-ending (Jasper,
2015). Furthermore, based on the cultural and social backgrounds of individuals, the
perception of cyberattack has not created an innate awareness to deter and prevent these
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attacks. Nevertheless, social-cultural, industrial, and organizational environment
practices have a strong influence on the four components: (a) deterrence, (b) prevention,
(c) detection, and (d) remedy. Therefore, the overarching goal of deterrence is to reduce
cyberattacks (Garg & Camp, 2015).
Cybersecurity Workforce
According to Safa, Von Solms, and Furnell (2016), leaders support deterrence by
enacting policy. Professionals with expertise in recognizing the risks associated with
security breaches within financial institutions have the awareness and knowledge to write
policies. Our society, economy and critical infrastructures are IT-driven (Jang-Jaccard &
Nepal, 2014). Access to the internet for both business and pleasure is the fundamental
element of economic growth and opportunity (Knowles, Prince, Hutchison, Disso, &
Jones, 2015). As technology evolves, so does consumer requirements in internet banking.
While the services of Internet banking are convenient and flexible it may open customers
to theft; unfortunately, banks must provide internet banking services to remain
competitive (Mukhtar & Finance, 2015). While businesses must protect their
organizational assets, they must also remain vigilant to protect their customers’ data.
As cyber-crimes increase, companies must demonstrate awareness of deterrence,
(Mukhtar & Finance, 2015). Despite the economic recession, deterrence services within
the IT security market increased by 12% in 2010. According to Adnan, Just, Baillie and
Kayacik (2015) the United States alone is expected to spend $16.5 billion dollars on
deterrence services and expected to exceed $125 billion globally by the year 2015
(Adnan, Just, Baillie, & Kayacik, 2015). Developing the capacity to meet the growing
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and changing demands of cybersecurity, financial service markets require trained
professionals (Manson & Pike, 2014) to protect the organization and increase profits.
The cybersecurity workforce is not limited to a single occupational category
(Burley, Eisenberg, & Goodman, 2014). Burley, Eisenberg, and Goodman noted that
cybersecurity is a broad field comprised of numerous IT occupations that include the
highly technical fields to upper management levels. Cybersecurity is the protection of
cyber systems against cyber threats (Gordon et al., 2015). Cybersecurity is the control of
tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards, guidelines, risk management
approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance, and technologies to protect the
environment and organization’s assets (Von Solms & Van Niekerk, 2013).
The roles and responsibilities of security professionals within an organization
entail dealing with sensitive information crucial to maintaining a high level of security
(Borum, Felker, Kern, Dennesen, & Feyes, 2015). According to Denning and Gordon
(2015), the US Department of Defense is actively recruiting cybersecurity professionals.
In 2014, employers were only able to fill 900 of its vacant 6,000 positions with qualified,
trained cybersecurity professionals. The author noted that 66% of the job openings by
2020 should require post-secondary education training and may rely more on
communication and analytic skills than manual skills. These positions, according to
Denning and Gordon (2015), require higher levels of education, training, and experience.
The demand for cybersecurity professionals is a vocation that encompasses many
different job categories with various requests (Campbell, O'Rourke & Bunting, 2015).
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Burley (2015) stated that building a highly capable cybersecurity workforce remained
President Obama's top national priority during his tenure.
Despite significant efforts to increase the size and quality of the cybersecurity
workforce, a recent survey of IT professionals revealed that 86% of security professionals
state that the United States faces a shortage in skilled cybersecurity professionals. For
companies that provide technical services, recruiting and retaining competent
cybersecurity professionals is crucial to protecting corporate assets (Gordon et al., 2015).
According to Campbell, O'Rourke, & Bunting (2015), cybersecurity professionals trained
in recruiting skilled cybersecurity professionals’ face increasing organizational
challenges.
A crisis exists in many organizations due to the severe shortage of trained
information security professionals (Callan, Johnston, & Poulsen, 2015). According to
Phillips and Phillips (2016), one most recognize the importance of the human resources
functions in ensuring that the organization has competent cybersecurity professionals.
Leaders within human resources have a direct responsibility in supporting and defending
the body by seeking and retaining qualified, skilled professionals’ talent. The problem,
however, is that finding, developing, and retaining individuals that demonstrate valued
technical skills is a complicated process. Unfortunately, human resources function has
few tools and resources for hiring managers to use (Jeffery, Christen, & Moore, 2015).
Organizational Impact of Cyberattacks
Consumers expect access to on-demand business services and due to these
demands; the financial service industry has received an economic boom in internet
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banking. According to Gaikwad, Yadav, and Patil (2015), Internet banking is the most
popular form of online business service, and because of this popularity, online business
services have increasingly become the target of cyberattacks.
A potential attack on information systems can cause substantial losses of data,
services, and business operations (Rivera-Ruiz & Ferrer-Moreno, 2015). Security risks
present organizational problems such as technical failures, vulnerabilities, human failures,
and external events (Mukundan & Prakash Sai, 2014). The speculation is that risks occur
due to the availability of information assets. As security technology improves, the
security levels of networks from hacking have not seen the same degree of improvement
(Jeffery et al., 2015).
Therefore, managing security risks is critical to meet customers’ demands and cut
costs or spending. One of the industry’s components is information-security economics
that field of study that combining economic theory models to analyze the benefits for
stakeholders (Mukundan & Prakash Sai, 2014). Information-security economics applies
to this study through the SMT conceptual framework. The total costs of cybersecurity
breaches quantify the expenses, intangible costs, and other spending methods that used
the market-efficiency based theory (Bojanc & Jerman-Blazic, 2008). The loss in market
value in the days surrounding the announcement of an accident is just an approximate
value of a substantial cost of the security breach (Gordon et al., 2015).
Gaikwad, Yadav, and Patil (2015) examined cyberattacks in the financial service
industry. Their study looked specifically considered internet banking which the most
popular consumer-driven financial service provided by financial institutions. Gordon et
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al., (2015) suggested that organizations have not only a legal but also a social
responsibility for ensuring that consumers’ data is safe. Organizational responsibility
includes maintaining competent cybersecurity professionals to preserve the integrity
external as well as private financial assets to protect the organization's proprietary
information.
Economic Impact
Research presented by Bamara (2015) states that 60% of banks have been targets
of cyberattacks. These attacks are in the form of malicious codes and denial of services
(DoS); however, credit card breaches, phishing, spoofing, and ATM frauds account for a
sizable number of attacks as well. As banks attempt to implement safeguards to protect
financial assets, cyberattacks increase in sophistication and complexity. Smith (2015)
stated that security methods have changed, and revision should continue because of the
increasing intensity of cyber-criminals.
In the early days of hacktivism, there was a difference between a hacker and a
cracker. According to Smith (2015), the term “hackers” is someone interested in the
vulnerabilities of a computer system; they were not out to exploit these vulnerabilities for
illegal gains. The study further revealed that modern-day “hackers” coordinate gangs
whose primary focus is to explicitly exploit these vulnerabilities.
Reliable data is fundamental to the success of a financial institution’s revenues
and budgets from governmental level, within company boardrooms, and to private
stakeholders. Financial services need reliable data on crime to allocate the proportionate
amount of revenues so that the cybersecurity measures are cost-effective (Armin,
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Thompson, Ariu, Giacinto, Roli, & Kijewski 2015). Revenue spent to resolve
cybersecurity breaches could be better on prevention, detection, and curbing security
incidences.
Maintaining adequate cybersecurity is crucial for financial services institutions in
order to sustain the integrity of its external and internal financial reports, safeguard data,
and safeguard customer privacy (Gordon et al., 2015). The fast expansion of
sophisticated cyber-threats on a global scale is not only a threat to individual users, but
also to national infrastructure and business (Caldwell, 2013). Malhotra (2014) noted that
the Internet networks have been gaining concerns in global banking and finance industry
over the past decade. Despite the crucial role of financial institutions, both
technologically and economically to address cyber-threats, more attention directed
toward at the seriousness of vulnerabilities in global banking and finance networks.
Hille, Walsh, and Cleveland (2015) examined that when using the Internet,
consumers should transfer their personal and financial data to merchants or third parties
when conducting online business transactions. Online transactions that combine personal
and fiscal data indicate a person's unique online identity. The growth in online sales
coupled with worldwide growth in Internet-based information exchange, social
networking, access to mobile devices, and e-commerce is contributing to the rise in
cyber-crime.
Fortunately, the inordinate growth in online sales and transactions has created
anxiety and awareness of consumers regarding online identity theft. Identity theft is one
of the fastest-growing crimes of the 21st century (Ruth, Matusitz, & Wan, 2015). Ruth et
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al. (2015) explained that identity theft impacts the personal financial and well-being of
victims, and within financial institutions and economy. Identity theft presents challenges
for law enforcement agencies and governments worldwide as well. The authors suggest
that businesses and organizations can take better measures to protect customers’ personal
information. Moreover, individuals should be educated regarding their rights, and be
vigilant in order to protect their personal information offline and in cyberspace.
Data breaches have involved 70 million Target Store customers and 1.1 million
customers from Michaels Store worldwide according to studies conducted by (Hemphill
& Longstreet, 2016). Their studies further indicate that Gartner Security analyst reported
that the total expenditures to Target that include, civil lawsuits, regulatory investigations,
bank breach responses, government fines, financial assessments, revenue loss, and
computer network lawsuits may cost the company from $450 to $500 million (Hemphill
& Longstreet, 2016). In 2014, the online retail sector broker eBay reported that cyber
criminals had accessed $145 million customers’ private information.
The research study by Hemphill and Longstreet (2016) also revealed that the 2014
Home Depot data breach affected over 56 million customers’ credit and debit cards, with
financial losses over $62 million. While retailers have been the primary targets of several
cyber-crimes, in 2014, J. P. Morgan Chase and Company had its computers servers
intruded by cyber criminals (Hemphill & Longstreet, 2016). J. P. Morgan Chase and
Company reported that this cyber-breach affected over 76 million households and 7
million small businesses.
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Hemphill and Longstreet (2016) revealed that the cybersecurity breaches cost
leaders of financial institutions during 2013 more than $200 million. Additionally, 535
surveyed member banks reported that the average bank loss per debit card is $331 and
per credit card $530. The cost related to this type of breach estimated a loss of $148
million, with $38 million of the loss compensated by an insurance payoff. Thus, it is
evident that managing the effective security of Internet use has become a strategic
business issue for United States retailers and financial service institutions. This research
can attest that cybersecurity is a top priority for financial services because of the potential
economic impact of the breaches already taking place and because of potential damage
from increased cybersecurity threats (Gordon et al., 2015).
Information Technology Turnover
Information technology spending has increased worldwide during the twenty-first
century. In 2010, the government on IT hardware and software (Rivera-Ruiz & FerrerMoreno, 2015) spent $2.4 trillion. In 2015, IT spending in US dollars increased from
3.8% in the first quarter to 4.2%. Despite the importance of IT in the cyberspace
environment and the enormous amount of money invested in IT projects, one in eight of
IT projects apply successful based upon research conducted by (McManus & WoodHarper, 2013). Additionally, cyber-threats pose considerable risk to organizations
(Fourie, Sarrafzadeh, Pang, Kingston, Hettema, & Watters, 2014). In contrast, Carlton
and Levy (2015) purport that cybersecurity threats are causing substantial financial losses
for individuals, organizations, and governments within 72% to 95% of cybersecurity
threats to technology due to users’ mistakes, and the lack of cybersecurity skills.
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When assessing the skill level of IT professionals, computer end-users are weak
links in the cybersecurity chain, due to their limited cybersecurity skills (Carlton & Levy,
2015; Shillair et al., 2015). There is an alarming shortage of trained professionals and
academic programs to train and produce these professionals (Fourie et al., 2014). The
United States, New Zealand, and other countries view this cybersecurity as a human
capital crisis (Fourie et al., 2014).
Employee turnover presents considerable challenges within government agencies,
businesses, and organizations. These problems these situations present are that the loss
of key personnel may impact business profitability (Wang et al., 2015). Competition
among industries to gain trained IT professionals is intense within service industries as
well as by the federal government, which does not offer salaries as high as the private
sector (Korsakienė, Stankevičienė, Šimelytė, & Talačkienė, 2015).
Training
Deterrence focuses on disincentives or sanctions against committing a deviant act
and the effect of those actions (McDaniel, 2013). Adopting the whole organizational
approach must begin with the initial training of individual responsible for creating said
sanctions according to Adams and Makramalla (2015). Mission-critical roles in
cybersecurity regarding increasing depth of detail are necessary to align with the
conceptualization and action of masters, experts, competent practitioners, skilled
professionals, beginners, and students.
There is not one cybersecurity professional role with various functions that all fall
under the title of cybersecurity. Ben-Asher and Gonzalez (2015) found that a direct
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relationship exists between domain knowledge, enhanced by experience and the detection
of cyberattacks. Cybersecurity analysts and practitioners are required to have a broad
knowledge of network operation as well as information security. However, basic
knowledge of information security alone without the knowledge of system operations is
not sufficient to defend organizational resources.
Prevention
As deterrence theory suggests, countermeasures are effective in preventing cybercrimes (Hurlburt, 2015). Gordon et al., (2015) suggested that maintaining adequate
cybersecurity is crucial for a company to preserve the integrity of organizational financial
reports, as well as to protect the organization's strategic proprietary information. Results
of the study concluded that information sharing is a tool whereby all agencies benefit.
Furthermore, the exchange of information encourages organizations to be more proactive
in their approaches to security, rather than being reactive in their cybersecurity
investments. The sharing of information may reduce the tendency of organizations to
defer cybersecurity investments.
The basic argument presented in this research is in the perspective of real options
perspective of cybersecurity investments. Gordon et al., (2015) wrote that the value of an
option to postpone investment in cybersecurity activities increases the uncertainty
associated with the investment. One must examine the extent to which information
sharing reduces an organization's uncertainty concerning a cybersecurity investment and
the value of the deferment option regarding the investment. Meanwhile, the reduction in
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the suspension option value may well make economic sense for the organization to make
the cybersecurity investment sooner than later.
Knowledge sharing proves to have favorable effects on the education, training,
and business sectors (Tamjidyamcholo, Baba, Shuib, & Rohani, 2014). Many
professional virtual communities (PVC) have failed because of the lack of interest in
sharing knowledge with other members. However, the lack interest was not evident
based upon the research whether knowledge exchange in information security can reduce
risk.
Tamjidyamcholo, Baba, Shuib, and Rohani (2014) and Gordon et al., (2015)
researched the relationship between knowledge sharing and information security that
focused on securing data. This study offers recommendations for effective practices in
prevention and mitigation of cyberattacks. According to Kim and Park (2014), for
information security to be effective, organizations must invest in a committed, competent
staff. Further, the information security team must create, articulate, and reinforce
security policies. Additionally, training on fair use activities must be a part of the overall
cybersecurity plan.
Human vulnerabilities account for 80% of total vulnerabilities exploited by
attackers (Gordon et al., 2015). If organizations want to protect organizational resources
from cyberattacks, they must train their entire staff (Adams & Makramalla, 2015).
According to Adams and Makramalla (2015), just creating corporate awareness is not
enough, organizations must make a proactive investment in building cybersecurity skills
across all levels of the workforce and leadership by knowledgeable professionals within
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the organization. The research introduces the concept of gamification as a framework for
organizational development. Using this approach, cybersecurity training and
implementation utilize a game-based approach to a far-reaching problem enabling
administrative staff to “have fun” while engaging in protecting organizational assets.
Further, this type of gaming investment has the potential to reduce the financial burden
on businesses from cyberattacks and maintaining consumer confidence.
Adams and Makramalla (2015) presented the anticipated benefits of training
utilizing gamification methods. Based upon their research, training enables all
employees and organizational leaders not only to understand but to take on the role of
various types of attackers to reduce the number of attacks due to personal vulnerability
exploitation. Using two separate streams gamification and entrepreneurial perspectives,
the researcher presents historical research for building cybersecurity skills while
emphasizing the third stream: attacker types to create training scenarios. While offering a
thorough overview of using gamification for cybersecurity training, the research is
theoretical based and is not in empirical testing or implementation. Adams and
Makramalla (2015) revealed that the study lacks solid, tested evidence that cannot
produce the expected outcomes and improve employees’ abilities to prevent data
breaches.
Garcia (2014) also recommended a whole organizational approach to
cybersecurity. Defining cybersecurity as a mission-critical role is the essential first step
in addressing the challenge of developing a competent workforce that ensures that
competent professionals are leaders of financial institutions. Phillips and Phillips (2016)
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sought to explain the importance of the Human Resources’ function in ensuring that the
organization has competent cybersecurity professionals. Human Resource (HR) leaders
could add value throughout an organization through innovative, security measures that
included securing competent technology leaders, supporting, and defending the
organization, and by addressing globalization issues that may impact the organization.
One of the primary issues according to Phillips and Phillips (2016) is that the HR
function cannot implement the standard human capital strategies. Providing an updated
approach to human capital strategy, the authors presented the typical HR strategy and
provided an update to address 12 forces that influence the success of an organization. Of
the 12 forces presented in the study, six of the functions relate to (a) investment in
organizational capacity, (b) talent management, (c) innovation, (d) technology, (e)
recognition of global issues and (f) analytic.
In line with the findings of Gordon et al. (2015), that human intrusion accounts
form the clear majority of cyberattacks, the researcher recommended a human capital
strategy that addresses cybersecurity. The study supports the findings of Phillips and
Phillips (2016) in that the chief information officer must spearhead such organizational
efforts of training and policy. A cybersecurity policy must not only protect databases and
the privacy of data from employees, customers, and suppliers but must also include a
mechanism to control and minimize the impact of cyberattacks (Garcia, 2014).
As stated, cybersecurity policies must not only protect databases and the privacy
of data from employees, customers, and suppliers but must also include a mechanism to
control and minimize the impact of cyberattacks (Garcia, 2014). In an era of diminished
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organizational resources, one problem reported by companies is the misreporting of
possible attacks. In other words, detection systems often report a possible attack when
there is no threat to organizational resources. Investigations dealing with this type of
reporting can be time-consuming (Ben-Asher & Gonzalez, 2015); therefore, there is a
need for specific regulatory policy directing the actions of those who suspect data
intrusions. According to the research when such policies are in place, there is a decrease
in malicious attacks (Ben-Asher & Gonzalez, 2015). Ben-Asher and Gonzalez found that
in organizations where specific, situated training and implementation exist, employees
reported being able to not only detect possible data intrusions but also to differentiate
between the various types of attacks because they train on their network. Using a
qualitative approach, the researchers found a moderate relationship between punishment
and the severity of the incident. Results of the study provide information regarding
organizational policies that set clear network usage and employee responses to policy.
Intrusion Detection
Intrusion detection (ID) and cybersecurity of networks are necessary requirements
for maintaining the integrity of wide area monitoring systems (Kim & Park, 2014). Ata
and Rao (2014) discussed that wide area monitoring is the role of power systems as a
detection mechanism in combating cyber-crimes. Cybersecurity threat technologies thus
far are only capable of predicting changes in numerical values after a breach has occurred.
Intrusion detection includes a collection of system data and network information in all
financial institutions. Kim and Park (2014) indicated that cybersecurity, threat detection
using ID involves the identification of ID events, required data of harmful website
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information, IP addresses used in enterprises, monitoring operations, collecting event
matrix data, and weight values.
According to Ata and Rao (2014), phasor measurement units (PMUs) refer to the
collection of data for the smart grid energy systems and analyze the frequency of data to
detect possible cyberattacks on the smart grid systems. In this research, the authors offer
model-based and signal-based intrusion detection methods as a remedy in detecting the
presence of malicious data. The researchers found that the chi-square test and discrete
wavelet transforms (DWT) are successful in defending a frequency-based detection. The
false data injection attack (FDIA) detected using the extra data.
Armin et al. (2015) explained that government needs reliable data on caber-crime
to both devise adequate policies and allocate the correct revenues so that the measures are
cost-effective. The detection of the presence of tampered images is significant in digital
forensics (Goh & Thing, 2015). The problem, however, lies in the contradictory
evidence of its success in the literature. The outcome of this research is a proposal
utilizing a hybrid evolutionary framework for evaluating features in image problems for
the best feature set. Upon further evaluation and selection, organizations must optimize
the feature sets to detect network intrusion.
Remedy
When users are aware that security systems are monitoring organizational assets,
the hackers’ would-be external entities are less likely to attempt a breach (McDaniel,
2013). However, we know from Gordon et al. (2015) that a high number of data exploits
originate internally. The exploitation of the General Information and Communications
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Technology (ICT) supply chain is a growing security concern in the industry. According
to McDaniel, key elements of the global ICT supply chain security include the
development of private businesses and the development of a strategy for education,
training, communicate, and awareness about cybersecurity. The foundational elements of
the plan are to clarify confusing terminology; further, the establishment of a curriculum
and creation of a community of interest is a necessary remedy noted in McDaniel study
(2013).
Kim and Park (2014) warned that the constant flood of cyberattacks against
financial institutions is increasing. These attacks, according to Kim and Park (2014) are
to have greater damages because of advanced persistent threats. The authors explained
that Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) was not a new way of attacking banks, but a
keyword for a trend of recent cyberattacks and those security professionals must be
knowledgeable of the APT to create remedies against their attacks.
One is aware through evidenced research that online fraud poses a significant
threat to the financial sector as well as to banking customers. Further, cyber-crime has a
devastating monetary impact on victims (Cross & Blackshaw 2015; McDaniel 2013).
These economic effects surface in the form of stolen identities, fraudulent financial
transactions, and fraudulent credit liabilities (Cross & Blackshaw, 2015). While financial
organizations struggle to find ways to remedy the situation (considering the shortage of
security professionals), a lack of prosecution diminishes the ability of organizations to
use law enforcement as a solution to offenses. Cyber-crime poses significant challenges
to law enforcement agencies and an exorbitant amount of time to detect and persecute.
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Cross and Blackshaw (2015) indicated that the ability to investigate complex
financial crimes that occur in a virtual environment is extremely challenging. Law
enforcement must incorporate multiple (often-international) jurisdictions. Further, many
banks fail to report the breaches due threats of negative responses from the public. Many
countries where the most cyber-crimes stem have a very low reporting rate. The authors
of the study examined the police responses to online fraud and found that fraud had
received little attention and priority from police agencies, thus this exacerbating the
online threats.
Bezbarua and Rajkonwar (2015) found a relationship between globalization and
cyber-crime. According to their research, globalization has stimulated many financial
innovations and has presented tremendous opportunities to the financial service industry.
However, threats have increased as well in the financial sector (Bezbarua & Rajkonwar,
2015). The economic sectors and more members of the banking industry are very
sensitive to these changes; therefore, the transformation has transferred the traditional
brick and mortar banks to that of the core business. Unfortunately, the status of
automation in the banking industry in the nation is not uniform.
In a core banking solution (CBS) environment, there exists a complicated and
complex network system. The intruders are always on the lookout for loopholes in the
system so that they can penetrate it unlawfully (Yoo & Chang, 2014). Bezbarua and
Rajkonwar (2015) studied the implementation of security measures along with safety
upgrades set in place by the banks for the prevention of unauthorized usage and access to
a bank network. Results of the Bezbarua and Rajkonwar study found a culture of silence
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and secrecy among organizational officials that hampered any efforts of collaboration
between banks in fighting cyber-crime across the globe.
Recruitment Strategies
The primary purpose of corporate recruitment was to convey information
regarding an organization to job seekers (Badger, Kaminsky, & Behrend, 2014).
Attraction to the business is the most used outcome variables in recruitment research. In
cybersecurity, people and organizations do not perceive threats in the same way (GómezCedeño, Castán-Farrero, Guitart-Tarrés, & Matute-Vallejo, 2015). Citizens worry about
identity theft, governments worry about global data protection, banks, and infrastructure
are concerned about maintaining financial services (for example, payments, and
exchanges), and commercial activities (Grau & Kennedy, 2014). Recruitment strategies
are similar in cybersecurity, however, that organizations and people do not view them the
same way.
Gómez-Cedeño, Castán-Farrero, Guitart-Tarrés, & Matute-Vallejo (2015)
indicated innovation, research, and organizational response depend on communication
between government and industry, and this communication has a cost. Political and
economic advantages motivate the government according to Gómez-Cedeño, CastánFarrero, Guitart-Tarrés, & Matute-Vallejo (2015). Company leaders must realize that
while securing qualified cybersecurity professional within an organization may be costly,
the risks associated with loss of revenue from cyberattacks is far reaching. is expensive,
but insecurity is costlier in the recruiting of cybersecurity professionals. In the banking
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industry, cybersecurity’s hiring costs the organization about $150,000 in background
checks, training, and salary for each IT professional they hire (Grau & Kennedy, 2014).
Management's concerns with hiring cybersecurity professionals protect the
information infrastructure from all possible threats (Chaturvedi, Narain Singh, Prasad
Gupta, & Bhattacharya, 2014). Recruitment work determines whether a mediation effect
exists on the perceived company’s reputation and job characteristics (Badger, Kaminsky,
& Behrend, 2014). Job application and selection are decisions with high degrees of legal
and social obligations.
Human Resources professionals consider the economic climate when there is an
abundance of potential applicants (Lu & Liou, 2015). Human Resources professionals
need to seek actively seek the populations of potential employees in which they are
interested (Brock & Buckley, 2013). By seeking out recruits, financial organizations can
reduce the number of unqualified applicants and increase the diversity of the applicant
population. Most human resource professionals hire for cybersecurity positions from
within different business occupations, consequently (Brehmer, Lilly, & Tippins, 2013).
According to the researchers, when there is no internal staff to fill a position, Human
Resources professionals used multiple methods to recruit applicants to include social
networking.
Retention of Cybersecurity Professionals
Caldwell (2013) examined that it may take up to 20 years to address the
cybersecurity skills gap, and this has translated into a severe shortage of competencies in
businesses. Cybersecurity requires three areas of expertise, technical, business,
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behavioral and enterprise knowledge. Technical capabilities include knowledge of
acquisition and project management processes; regulations and procedures, IT and
building technology, and analytical skills (Bish, 2014).
Business capabilities include strategic planning, resource management, and
communication support an organization’s missions (Conley & Redeker, 2016).
Behavioral capabilities involve the leadership, negotiation, and change management
skills required to integrate functions and people (Bish, 2014). Enterprise knowledge is an
understanding of the facilities portfolio and how to align the knowledge with the
organization’s missions. Recognition and achievement can encourage employees to
produce more, and be loyal (Davidson, Sherman, Barraza, & Marinissen, 2015). On the
other hand, workplace friendships relate to the employees’ job satisfaction, performance,
involvement, and commitment.
Organizational commitment is a variable in the work domain associated with job
satisfaction (Davidson et al., 2015). Employees that volunteer to leave is the most
necessary people to an organization. Continuance commitment exists because a person
cannot find another job or they have a benefit or salary from their current position (Kont
& Jantson, 2014). Job insecurity occurs when economic crises become stronger. Job
insecurity could lead to reduced commitment and satisfaction. A leader’s objective was
to convince people to join the organization (Conley & Redeker, 2016). By leaders
displaying loyalty, employees also build loyalty and are willing to bind themselves to an
organization to achieve long-term goals (Kont & Jantson, 2014). The demonstrated
principles and motives of employees regarding business capabilities and organizational
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commitment are paramount to an organization’s the ability to attract and maintain
qualified cybersecurity professionals.
Organizational Policy
Gonzales (2015) indicated that while national security usually focused on the
military. All security forces should have standards of accountability. In recent years, the
U.S. government has introduced several policy measures aimed at tackling the growing
cyber threats facing the country, but many challenges and concerns may arise because of
their implementation (Baldino & Goold, 2014). Social networking products such as
Twitter, Facebook, Blogs, and YouTube made laws pass through Congress empowering
the President to take actions to protect national security (Gonzales, 2015). Cybersecurity
staff members have high moral and practical prerequisites (Baldino & Goold, 2014).
According to Gonzales (2015), organizational leaders have set their policies to achieve
standards.
Qualitative Study
Qualitative research in IT takes on a variety of different designs. Three such
studies were qualitative in nature and aligned with my literature. Bouzar-Benlabiod,
Bouabana-Tebibel, and Benferhat (2015) explored Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and
determined IDS are necessary security tools. Deployed in a network to filter traffic data
searching for malicious activities, IDS are among another approach to alerts. Qualitative
Choice Logic (QCL) integrates the security operator’s preferences and continually warns
the individual of possible issues with the network (Bouzar-Benlabiod et al., 2015).
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Garg et al. (2016) explored Network IDS (NIDS) are the most used IDS. Host
IDS (HIDS) are on a machine. Host IDS analyze the host computer activity and return
alerts when a suspicious action is detected NIDS graft to the monitored network. Host
IDS analyze the network traffic and generate signals when the traffic is malicious. These
researchers obtained the data to detect anomalies from the system users. However, the
preclusion that Hybrid IDS (HIDS) put together from the systems can allow a global view
of the system alerts (Shi, 2014).
Researchers determined the safety net systems that receive funding to pilot a textbased program of their choosing to serve a primary care need (Garg et al., 2016). The
researchers obtained ethical approval and created a semi-structured interview guide.
Secure electronic protocol attracts increasing attention in the field of information security
research (Bouzar-Benlabiod et al., 2015).
Researchers also explored qualitative job insecurity and presented its work
stressor with adverse consequences for both the employee and the organization.
Employee security is viable (Clopton, 2016). Job security has significant repercussions
for employees’ strain and may lead employees to withdraw from the job and the
organization (Vander Elst et al., 2014). Across many areas of law, national rules apply to
questions of procedure.
Researchers use qualitative research to determine social practices and the cultural
rules of privacy protection (Kreissl, 2014). The historical implications of modern
societies demonstrate one sees that these communities developed along the lines of a
theoretical perspective of the political semantics associated with the gradual change in
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technology. Technology is problematic when human beings are not involved (Jovanovikj,
Gabrijelčič, & Klobučar, 2014).
While the importance of perceived control in explaining the impact of quantitative
job satisfaction on both job strain and withdrawal, this was not the case for qualitative job
insecurity (Vander Elst et al., 2014). Previous studies on job-related uncertainty during
organizational changes have focused on perceived control as a potential mediator of the
relationship between job uncertainty and job strain, but have not considered withdrawal
(Garg et al., 2016).
For such technology-based security systems to work, they must apply a
standardized approach to all issues that may affect stakeholders (Simshaw, 2015). When
a deviation occurs, the security-technological system is supposed to produce an alert or
react in a pre-determined way. Legally, the American Bar Association (ABA) decided
there is an obligation to safeguard information, but they have not published an actual rule
(Brooks & Anumudu, 2016).
Transition
Researchers need to pay continued attention to the capacity and capability of the
cybersecurity workforce (Burley, Eisenberg, & Goodman, 2014). Section 1 included the
background of the problem; the statement of the problem; the purpose statement; and the
nature of the study. Furthermore, Section 1 included a review of the literature related to
the research topic. Section 2 consisted of the explanation of research reliability and
validity, along with the design of my research, strategies used to hire cybersecurity
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professionals, and the data collection details. Section 3 results from the data analysis and
suggested strategies participants used to recruit IT professionals.
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Section 2: The Project
In this section, I will review the research method, design, the researcher’s role,
data collection, and analysis plans. The purpose of my study was to investigate strategies
used to recruit IT professionals. In this section, I will present the methodology used to
answer the research question. In this section I also include a description including the
population sampling frame and procedure to contact the respondents, instrumentation and
construct operationalization, data analysis strategy including reliability, validity issues,
and a summary.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore what strategies
financial service leaders used to recruit cybersecurity professionals. The population of
this study consisted of five financial service leaders (FSLs) within two financial
companies in Columbia, South Carolina, that used successful strategies to recruit
cybersecurity professionals. Participants shared strategies they use to recruit
cybersecurity professionals. The study findings might help other cybersecurity business
leaders hire skilled professionals, and enhance cybersecurity awareness for citizens.
Strategies FSLs used to recruit cybersecurity professionals may reduce financial losses to
all stakeholders and the communities in which they live and work.
Role of the Researcher
Sherry (2013) wrote that the role of the researcher was to recognize the sensitivity
of research and use that to their advantage in building a relationship with participants. I
had prior experience and knowledge on the research topic after working in the banking
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industry for over 20 years. The Belmont Report describes four principles of ethical
research including moral actions, equal participants, participant benefit, and justice
(Bromley, Mikesell, & Jones, 2015). In this research, my responsibility was to respect
and act ethically within the parameters of the Belmont Report. The requirement is met
through open communication with participants, and participants, abiding by the rules and
bylaws set forth through this program of study in addition to feedback from my
committee, on how to complete the study and engage my participants.
Furthermore, novel aspects of the participant role were the source of most ethical
challenges. As described by Liedtka (2015), to mitigate bias, I identified in the
assumptions my personal experiences with the topic, and attitudes towards my research
question before data collection. However, I was not employed by and has no business
interests with anyone in the banking industry in Columbia, or the surrounding areas. To
validate the scientific rigor of qualitative inquiry, a researcher should have an interview
protocol (Sarma, 2015). In completing the descriptions of my participants, data
collection methods, tools, and resources, I used a systemic process in place to ensure the
academic soundness of my research. The interview protocol, which was a written
description of how to conduct each interview consistently, supported the data collection
process, aided in ensuring the validity of the study, and led to the appropriate data
analysis and findings of the study. See Appendix B.
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Participants
Eligibility criteria are the guidelines for who can and cannot participate in a study.
Having participants with characteristics that are similar ensures that the results of a study
align with what is under study, excluding other possible factors (Lewis, 2015; Streagle &
Scott, 2015; Marshall & Rossman, 2014). In this way, eligibility criteria help researchers
achieve accurate and meaningful results. These standards assure that people who may be
negatively affected (i.e. mentally or physically) by participating in the study do not
expose themselves to the risk.
The eligibility criteria for study participants of this study were: the individuals
were FSLs responsible for the recruitment of cybersecurity professionals, and the FSLs
had worked for their respective companies a minimum of 5 years (Miller et al., 2015;
McCrae, Blackstock, & Purssell, 2015; Yin, 2014). Additionally, all participants were
required to have recruited at least five cybersecurity professionals with IT Specialist in
their job title, and those employees hired have worked a minimum of 2 years with the
company and still employed.
By having comprehensive communication skills and networking ability, I gained
access to participants. By promoting a partnership rather than a researcher-subject type
of relationship, probing skills can be used to conduct interviews (Lancaster, 2016; Morse,
2014). I used probing skills to conduct interviews. Individuals require a background in
their field of study and the ability to communicate (Mikkonen, Kyngäs, & Kääriäinen,
2015; Streagle & Scott, 2015).
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Research Method and Design
In the following section, I will outline the research plan and design. Included is
an extended review of the choice of investigation method, the justifications for this
approach, and the exclusion of other methods. The conclusion between the process,
design, and alignment with the conceptual framework used in this study, is justified.
Research Method
In this study, I chose the qualitative method. The qualitative method applies in
IT and cybersecurity studies because researchers benefit from the expressed decisionmaking process of participants and the objective evidence exposed in the interviews
(Dağhan & Akkoyunlu, 2014). Often researchers base cybersecurity on ideas of
quantitative analysis, assuming the data were numerical in nature. Researchers often
forget that humans are still responsible for facilitating IT work. I chose to use the
qualitative approach because I am interested in strategies used to recruit individuals in
this industry.
Qualitative inquiry is part of the constructivist learning approach and cannot be of
use in quantitative studies (Dağhan & Akkoyunlu, 2014). Data diversity supports
methodological triangulation. For this purpose, results can be strengthened with
nontraditional data collection methods, such as a face-to-face interview (Zhu et al., 2015).
I used the face-to-face interview method. Researchers who use quantitative approach do
not view participants’ experiences, observations, and relevant documentation (Morse,
2014) .
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The protocol for mixed methods research includes focus groups, observational
study, and data gathered from different tables and documents (Arris, Fitzsimmons, &
Mawson, 2015). Quantitative data are not relevant to strategies used to define an
outcome, nor would observation be indicative of strategies used by someone to
accomplish a result (Hollingsworth et al., 2015). Therefore, mixed methods study was
not applicable to my research. A quantitative or mixed methods study incorporates
numerical responses (Bryman & Bell, 2015).
Quantitative researchers ignore substantive reasons for decision-making (Parker,
2014). Mixed methods research requires both qualitative and quantitative analysis, which
due to the time constraints of this study, and topic understudy, were not appropriate
(Burns, 2014). The qualitative method is suitable to researchers’ intent and to obtain the
lived experiences of the demographic under study (Bryman & Bell, 2015; Marais, 2012).
Research Design
For this study, I chose to use a multiple case study design. A case study design is
used by a researcher to exercise control over a study (Thomas, Suresh, & Suresh, 2013).
Cases and samples are controls relevant to match within a topic, because potential
differences may not exist in qualitative research (Barclay & Stoltz, 2016). Using a case
study design offers researchers the advantage of having an actual control group, random
in its choosing, without any standard features that may confound associations (Almutairi,
Gardner, & McCarthy, 2014; Thomas et al., 2013).
Other research designs considered for this study were narrative,
phenomenological, and ethnographic designs. Narrative design is the process of
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gathering information through stories (Tong, Raynor, & Aslani, 2014). As there is no
way to determine if an individuals’ story is true or false: Narrative design is not
applicable to my research.
In phenomenological research, researchers try to find the structure and behavior
of a group in response to a situation (Koopman, 2015). A phenomenologist researcher is
concerned with understanding certain group behaviors from that group's point of view
(Henry, Rivera, & Faithful, 2015). I am not interested in an individual situation, but the
strategy applied to get the desired result. A phenomenon is not a part of the topic under
study, therefore, this approach was not applicable to my research.
The ethnographic research design is the long-term investigation of a group
through immersion within their culture (Bryman & Bell, 2015). Based upon the time
constraints and the objective of ethnographic research, this design was not appropriate for
my study. I chose a multiple case study to obtain living examples of their experiences
with strategy and understand the process from which the procedure applies
(Hollingsworth et al., 2015). Data saturation was assured through continual inquiry to
ensure all information was present until no new information emerged, even when I
exceed the number of participants targeted for participation in this study. Data saturation
is reached by obtaining referrals of other individuals in this population (snowball
sampling) until no new information was there (Rowlands, Waddell, & McKenna, 2015).
Population and Sampling
In qualitative inquiry, the researcher defines the rigor of the population sample
(Bryman & Bell, 2015). In the United States, 12 million people generated three million
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dollars working in the financial service industry in 2014 (Modlin, 2014). Of those 12
million employees, Columbia, South Carolina has roughly 180 financial service leaders,
and 50 employees or less are recruiting professionals. The sample is a subset selected
from the larger population, and because the subset in the scope of my research was less
than 100, I chose a snowball sample size of five. According to Stivala et al. (2016), a
sample size of five to 20 individuals is appropriate for qualitative research. Snowball
(chain) sampling is a nonprobability technique that is used by researchers to identify
potential subjects in studies when subjects may be difficult to locate (Morse, 2014).
Once a participant was identified using the snowball sampling technique, I asked the
participant to refer others in the same demographic that may have interest in participating
in the research study.
The demographic characteristics of this sample were financial service leaders who
oversee recruiting cybersecurity professionals. To ensure data saturation, I continued to
ask for referrals of other individuals in this population until no new information emerged,
even if the sample used for this research grew beyond the five participants that I sought.
The criteria for selecting participants and the use of face-to-face interviews was
appropriate for this study because I investigated the lived experiences of participants
(Bryman & Bell, 2015). A face-to-face interview assures that I am aware of the social
cues of participants, which may convey a deeper or other meaning of their responses.
Ethical Research
Bromley et al. (2015) wrote that the Belmont Report included principles of ethical
research. The informed consent process serves to protect participants from harm and
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respect a member’s privacy (Tam et al., 2015). I offered no incentives for participation in
this study. All participants could withdraw from this study at any time during the
interview process by stating that they no longer wished to participate, and approving my
personal destruction of their informed consent form and or their interview documents.
To assure ethical protection of participants, I participated in the national institutes
of health (NIH) series to certify that members’ information was protected from risks and
avoid the most vulnerable subjects. The measures I chose to assure that the ethical
protection of participants was adequate, and not release any personally identifiable
information (PII) saved the data on a password encrypted hard drive (Smith-Merry &
Walton, 2014). The written data is in a locked file drawer, and all transcribed data and
theming are on a password encrypted hard drive for a minimum of 5 years to protect the
confidentiality of participants.
The Walden IRB approval number for this study is 03-28-17-0515162 and expires
March 27, 2017, one year from the approval date of this study. The name of the
companies and participants remained anonymous to guarantee confidentiality (SmithMerry & Walton, 2014). When Walden University approved this study, I gave a
summary of results to the participants and an electronic copy of the research study. This
information concluded the ethical research portion of this document.
Data Collection Instruments
I was the primary data collection instrument in this study. I chose to use the peerreviewed face-to-face interview (PRI) and triangulate using archival data. The purpose
of the PRI was to verify that the interviewee was the same person who meets the
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eligibility criteria and to confirm that they have a level of knowledge and experience
commensurate with what the researcher was investigating (Issitt, 2014).
A confidentiality agreement was not necessary, as I themed the data by hand. The
researcher chose a text analysis to interpret the meaning of the data as opposed to a
software program. The researcher opted to use interview questions following the
interview protocol, located in Appendix B. Qualitative researchers conduct interviews
using protocol because they anticipate for surprises (Da Silva et al., 2014). Using an
interview protocol can remind me of my questions while allowing unexpected data to
emerge (Dağhan & Akkoyunlu, 2014). Member checking enhances the reliability and
validity of the data collection processes (Awad, 2014).
Data Collection Technique
The theory is often compelling for collecting and communicating thoughts.
However, the technique used such as the qualitative interview can present its problems
(Humphrey, 2014). In this study, the researcher chose the qualitative interview method.
The disadvantages of using this technique are miscommunication, the trustworthiness of
participants, and the academic rigor associated with collecting data via spoken word
(Qayyum, 2015).
However, the advantages to using the qualitative interview technique are openended questions allowing for conversations to happen, the subject can provide a firsthand account of the topic under study, and a participant may be more honest than with
other techniques (Humphrey, 2014). The advantages of using the qualitative interview
technique outweigh the disadvantages; thereby I chose a qualitative interview method. A
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letter of cooperation granting permission not required since no proprietary data from the
business is in this study (Dağhan & Akkoyunlu, 2014). As well, the FSLs interviewed
were the top executives of their organizations who have the sole authority to participate
in the study.
I chose to access the FSLs’ contact information through banking institution
websites to obtain confirmation of interest to take part in the study. The FSLs had the
full right and authority to choose what information to disclose and who to interviewed
(Snowball). A signed informed consent document (Appendix B) was available for all
study participants. Pilot studies are a scientific tool for soft research, to conduct a
preliminary analysis before devoting resources to a study (Koopman, 2015). As such, a
pilot study was unnecessary for my research. The data collection technique follows:
I used the following set of steps as part of the informed consent process that applicable to
this study.
a) Before contacting participants, I received approval from IRB.
b) After obtaining IRB approval, I contacted potential participates and asked the FSL
for email addresses and telephone numbers of the potential participants.
c) Upon receipt of the informed form, I followed up with potential participants and
clarified any questions, and I scheduled the date, time for the face-to-face
interview.
d) Before conducting the interviews, I sent the participant via email, the interview
questions, and a description of how I would conduct the interviews before
replying with the “I Consent.”
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e) I emailed the new potential participants to provide information about my study,
the interview process, confidentiality, and consent form to participate.
f) I ensured consent, time commitment and the rights of participants to answer some
or none of the questions, the right to withdraw from the study at any time and the
storage process for securing confidential information.
g) I was the only person who has access to their data and that the data is kept in a
locked file cabinet in my home and destroyed after 5 years’ post-study.
h) The face-to-face interviews began with introductions and an overview of the topic.
i) I informed the participants that I hope to record the interviews to ensure the
accuracy of the data collected, but I recorded interviews with participants’
permission. I reinforced with the participants that the conversation remains
strictly confidential.
j) The interview lasted approximately 45 minutes to obtain responses to five
interview questions and follow-up questions if any.
k) I explained the concept of member-checking, ensured each question was
thoroughly explained, and confirm the answer provided was their intended
statement by contacting participants with transcribed data and request verification
of the accuracy of collected information within 5 business days.
l) After confirming answers recorded to the satisfaction of the participants, the
interview concluded with a thank you for participating in the study and my
commitment to care for the confidential information.
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m) I was the only person who has access to their data and that the data is kept in a
locked file cabinet in my home and destroyed after 5 years post-study.
The reliability and validity of the data collection process consisted of
implementing a triangulation strategy (Noble & Smith, 2015). In the process of
triangulation, data collected from multiple sources is used to reliability and validity
(Serafini, Lake, & Long, 2015). Three types of triangulations are between-method or the
across-method and within-method (Song, Son, & Oh, 2015).
Investigator triangulation such as member checking or peer review is methods to
increase credibility (Song et al., 2015). The researcher can establish creditability through
examining similar themes in interview transcripts (Thomas & Magilvy, 2011). Betweenmethod involves combining both qualitative and quantitative methods in a study. Withinmethod is one set of data using different methods to obtain information to compare and
crosscheck data collected from people with different perspectives (Vink, Lawrence,
McFadden, & Bingham, 2016). Interview questions are present as Appendix A
(Humphrey, 2014). To properly use triangulation a researcher uses multiple data sources
in an investigation to produce understanding (Qayyum, 2015). I chose methodological
triangulation, using archival data on cybersecurity and IT threat management to assure
that my methods are suitable to this subject.
Data Organization Technique
The system the researcher chose to use for keeping track of data, and emerging
themes for my research was a labeling system. After transcribing text data, including my
notes from interviews, the archival documents, I formatted the data for coding in
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Microsoft Word (Humphrey, 2014; Oken et al., 2013). This axial coding method used to
develop refined themes. By color-coding, the data: Yellow (pending), red (irrelevant),
and green (applicable to theory) the researcher refined data using color until no additional
information emerges. The successive levels of coding provided the reader information on
the underlying information in the themes, as well as allow me to integrate my work
efficiently into the final study (Qayyum, 2015). According to the University policy, I am
maintaining all raw data in a locked drawer for a minimum of 5 years.
Data Analysis
I chose to rely on theoretical propositions. By following the theoretical
propositions that led to this case study, a description of the objective and design of this
case study is in the literature review, the qualitative design of the study, and all should be
present in the results. To explore the experiences of members the purposive selection
method was present. The hand-coding method used for coding and grouping themes from
the interviews can show a variety of experience (Saldaña, 2015). The participants of this
study were from different organizations, and to get adequate groups of data from those
working for various companies this approach is appropriate (Bryman & Bell, 2015;
Marais, 2012).
I sequentially processed the data by hand. Hand coding is a way for a researcher
or editor to validate and evaluate items by hand using their human capabilities (Marshall
& Rossman, 2014). The value in using a hand-coding method is that it can be done
anywhere at any time. While there may be more hard data that is locked in a drawer with
a key held only by the researcher, the data can also be more relevant to readers. Instead
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of computer assisted programs finding themes based on words, a human being can
identify issues using complete phrases (Anthony & Weide, 2015). Research procedures
ensure privacy during the data collection process.
I did not use participants’ names. Each participant was assigned an identifier
(code) to protect confidentiality. Information is kept in a locked drawer in the
researcher’s home and destroyed after 5 years. In the consent form (Appendix A), I
included my commitment to care for the confidential information, and the participant’s
right to answer none of the questions. The participants’ reserve the right to withdraw
from the study at any time without consequences. I explained to the respondents that my
notes are confidential.
I focused on the key themes; correlate the key topics in the literature (to include
novel studies published after writing the proposal) and the conceptual framework used
for this study. Thematic analysis is the simple form of categorization for qualitative data
(Walker, 2014). The thematic analysis also encodes qualitative information and develops
codes that label the data (Koopman, 2015). The thematic analysis allowed me to match
data to themes that exist in my conceptual framework. I continued this process until no
data could be themed.
Reliability and Validity
Babbie (2013) stated validity and reliability are critical in ensuring the precision
and accuracy of research. Although the two factors do not have the same meaning in
qualitative studies, they both rely on various tools such as interview protocol to ensure
that the research outcome was consistent and acceptable. The concepts of internal
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validity and reliability in quantitative research are equivalent to credibility and
dependability of qualitative research (Munn, Porritt, Lockwood, Aromataris, & Pearson,
2014).
Reliability
Specific practices are necessary to assure the design reliability. Reliability is the
ability other researchers should repeat the study with consistent results (Humphrey, 2014).
Dependability occurs when another researcher can follow the audit trail of the first
investigator (Luiz & Stewart, 2014). Audit trails consist of: (a) describing the purpose of
the study, (b) describing the selection criteria of the participants in the study, (c)
describing the data collection process, (d) explaining how the data was interpreted for
analysis, (e) discussing the research findings, and (f) communicating techniques to
determine credibility of the data.
To ensure reliability, I provided an interview protocol to identify (page 54-55 in
this document) steps taken to conduct the interviews. Following the interview protocol
may improve the reliability and repeatability of the study. Additional strategies to ensure
reliability include: (a) aligning activities and interview questions with the central research
question, (b) documenting and storing data (c) securing data and protecting confidential
information (d) applying standard analytical approaches consistent with case studies, and
(e) destroying stored, sensitive information after 5 years (Yin, 2014).
Validity
Fassinger and Morrow (2013) suggested three criteria for testing the validity of
qualitative research, including credibility, transferability, and confirmability. To ensure
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credibility, I described the topic understudy from the view of the participants.
Participants are the only people who can determine the integrity of the results, and
member check for data integrity. The researcher ensured dependability through member
checking of data (Humphrey, 2014). Dependability requires one to account for the
changing context within which research occurs and how changes affect the way one
approaches a research study (Luiz & Stewart, 2014).
The researcher established creditability through member checking and participant
transcript review. The purpose of the qualitative research was to describe or explore the
problem of interest from the participant’s viewpoint. Therefore, the participants are the
only people able to determine the creditability of research (Fassinger & Morrow, 2013).
Transferability to the reader and future research is available by the degree the
results of qualitative research can transfer to other contexts (Sanromá, Ramos & Simón,
2015). In qualitative research transferability, is the responsibility of the one doing the
generalizing. The researcher may enhance transferability by describing the research
context. The researcher addressed confirmability and trustworthiness through
triangulation of the results of this study with archival data on the topic under study. The
researcher ensured data saturation through continual inquiry to assure all information
obtained (Rowlands et al., 2015).
Using triangulation, the researcher validates the study by exploring the topic
understudies, using interviews, documentation, and physical artifacts. Marshall and
Rossman (2014) suggested providing a conceptual framework to guide the study. The
conceptual frameworks used to guide this study are the hierarchy of needs and
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stakeholder management theory. According to Rowlands et al. (2015), using a rich, thick
description can ensure a deeper understanding of information and breadth in the context
of information shared.
Transition and Summary
The objective of Section 2 was to describe the qualitative, single-site, case study
approach of within this study. In this part of the study, I described the overview of the
purpose, method, design, the data collection methods, and steps to ensuring the reliability
and validity of the data collected. Section 3 of the study consists of the presentation of
findings applicable to professional practice, the implication for social change,
recommendation for action and further study, and the conclusion of the research.
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Section 3: Application to Professional Practice and Implications for Change
In Section 1, I discussed the (a) foundation and background of the study, (b) the
problem and purpose statement, (c) nature of the study, (d) research question, (e)
conceptual framework, (f) operational terms, (g) the significance of the study, and (h) and
the literature review. In Section 2, I expanded on the (a) the role of the researcher, (c) the
selected participants, (d) a detailed description of the research methodology and design,
(e) the population and sampling, (f) ethical research, (g) data collection instruments and
technique, (h) data organization technique, (i) data analysis, and (j) reliability and validity.
Section 3 contains the (a) findings of the research study, (b) the implications for change
(c) recommendations for the action and further research, and (d) the reflections and
conclusion.
Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore strategies
financial service leaders in the Midlands part of Columbia, South Carolina used to recruit
trained cybersecurity professionals. The central research question was: What strategies
do financial service leaders use in recruiting cybersecurity professionals? I used a
purposeful chain sampling technique to find five participants from the overall population
of 22 for this study. Consistent with the literature, participants indicated there is a lack of
strategies that FSLs use to recruit knowledgeable cybersecurity professionals. Five
members of one population group responded to six open-ended interview questions. The
interviews were audio recorded, transcribed, member checked and thematically analyzed
to expose key themes. The themes were (a) increased training, (b) broadened social
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networking, and (c) improved communication. The literature review exposed a lack of
knowledge about strategies FSLs need to recruit trained cybersecurity professionals.
Individual abilities should indicate aptitude to perform well in the areas of operational
security testing and great threat response when hiring cybersecurity employees (Tobey,
2015). The following section includes a presentation of findings, the application to
professional practice, and recommendations for future research.
Presentation of the Findings
The central question for this study was: What strategies do financial service
leaders use in recruiting cybersecurity professionals? The interview questions were as
follows:
1. What strategies do you use to recruit cybersecurity professionals?
2. How were the recruiting strategies to recruit cybersecurity professional deployed
and implemented?
3. What challenges, if any, did you experience while using recruiting strategies to
recruit cybersecurity professionals? How did you address any barriers to
implementing the recruitment strategies?
4. How do you measure the success of your strategies and recruitment processes?
5. What additional information can you provide to help me understand the strategies
and processes you’ve used for employing and maintaining the service of
cybersecurity professionals?
I used Maslow’s hierarchy of needs and SMT as the combined conceptual
framework for this study (Maslow, 1943; Straub & Welke, 1998). I chose general
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deterrence theory as a guide to evaluate the financial position, operational effectiveness,
in addition to social performance.
I scheduled a face-to-face semistructured interview. After each interview, I
thanked the participants for participating in my research study. I transcribed the
recording and performed member checking by providing each participant with my
interpretation of the interviews via email for potential closing gaps and correct inaccurate
statement. Data collection continued until the study reached saturation, at which point I
stopped the interview process.
After I asked participants to verify the transcription of the text data, including my
notes from interviews the archival documents, that data formatted for coding in Microsoft
Word. I replaced the names of the participants with an identifier (FSL1, FSL2, FSL3,
FSL4, and FSL5) to protect their confidentiality. I sequentially processed the data by
using hand-coding. After coding the data, I analyzed the data using the pattern-matching
technique as described by Dev and Kisku (2016). The similarities in participant
responses led me to identify three themes, which were: (a) increased training, (b)
broadened social networking, and (c) improved communication.
I used methodological triangulation by combining the interview data from
financial service leaders with archival data. I compared archival data for triangulations
between my findings in the literature review and similar studies. The third method used
is member checking, and I used it to assure data saturation. The findings of this study
contain basic strategies financial service leaders may use to recruit trained cybersecurity
professionals. I found congruency of all three themes in the peer-reviewed articles
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included in the review of the professional academic literature review section of this study.
I used the theoretical approach outlined in my combined conceptual framework to
process the data. I chose general deterrence theory as a guideline to evaluate the
financial position, operational effectiveness, in addition to social performance. As Table
1 indicates, the frequency of occurrence of core themes confirmed that certain
recruitment strategies favored in recruiting cybersecurity professionals. In the following
sections, I describe the themes evolving through the data analysis process and links each
theme to the conceptual framework and literature review.
Table 1
Frequency of Themes for Important Strategies for Recruiting Cybersecurity Professionals
Theme

n

% of frequency of occurrence

Increased Training

25

45.4%

Broadened Social Networking

15

28.8%

Improved Communication

13

25.8%

. Theme 1: Increased Training
The first major theme that emerged from the data analysis indicated there is a
need to increase of training. The development of theme 1 was from all interview
questions and company archival documents. Table 1 illustrates 45.4% frequency of
occurrence identified in the textual analysis. Training is one of the biggest factors that
increased employee commitment, engagement, and job satisfaction (Saleem, Ahmed, &
Saleem, 2016).
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All (100%) participants indicated that training benefits the organization. A welltrained, stable cybersecurity workforce is critical to protecting the financial service
industry. Leaders need to understand and be aware of the factors that influence employee
productivity (Aisha, Hardjomidjojo, & Yassierli, 2013). Training is a way for
management systems to be effective, which fosters employee satisfaction and company
performance. Compared to archival data to include IT reports in the financial service
sector from 2014 to 2016 training assures transparency in business (Comizio, Dayanim,
& Bain, 2016). Expressed transparency as a fundamental condition needed to improve
employee and manager relationships. Alanezi and Brooks (2014) noted that there is a
need to change the design and perception of trained cybersecurity professionals and
create more awareness through training.
FSL1 reported, “we look at the needs of our company’s client base in serving
them and how we can meet the needs more effectively.” Referencing to training and
cross-training, three of the five (60%) participants suggested that the success of a
company is measured by how well the employees are trained and cross-trained. A total
of four out of five (80%) indicated the principle strategy use to recruit cybersecurity
professionals were to focus on the applicant’s work history in the field. When
specifically looking at the various types of cybersecurity tools they deployed and worked
on during their current/ previous employment. FSL4 stated, “we contact internal
applicants and ask them to submit resumes if they are interested and if no candidates are
identified we publish via headhunters.” FSL5 noted that most employees have some
weaknesses in their workplace skills. A training program allows employees to strengthen
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those skills that they need to improve. Strategies recommended by all (100%) of the
participants pertain to both leaders and employees practicing transparency, to advance
trust, increasing the likelihood of organizational sustainability.
Each FSL provided their understanding of the first theme. FSL1 mentioned that
finding the best combination of experience, education, skill level along with an inner
enthusiasm and drive to succeed and grow in the industry. FSL2 noted, “our success is
measure in the number of successfully hired candidates with the correct qualifications.”
FSL3 indicated that the biggest challenge they face is that of a process change that may
add requirements for the end user, (customer). FSL4 added, “(That) when staff was
stripped of credentials and only allowed to use the new system they adapted.” FSL5
elaborated that “if security talent can prove they are proficient in the skillsets I am
looking for, then I hire them.”
All (100%) of the FSLs also mentioned that the training has improved over the
years. Participant responses confirm the findings of Ruvimbo-Terera and Ngirande
(2014), who suggested that organizations have found that it is important to invest in
employees training to improve deficiencies so that employees can acquire a greater return
on human capital investment through increased job commitment and high employee
retention (Ruvimbo-Terera & Ngirande, 2014).
Participants’ responses and reviews of the company operational policies and
procedures (archival documents), demonstrated support for job growth and increased
knowledge through the continuance of training. A total of four (80%) of the participants
indicated that the employee should take a more assertive role in creating self-
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developmental interest in their training. FSL1 argued that the manager should have an
ongoing desire to learn and grow professionally and personally. Managers should be
actively working on industry and non-industry related certifications such as Security+,
CISSP, etc. FSL3 agreed that the most important of any cybersecurity environment was
to fully understand the impact of the cybersecurity threat and the deployment of that
cybersecurity solution. There must be an open dialogue between the IT department and
the stake holder/s as both sides must understand the risks of not doing anything as
opposed to applying the cybersecurity solution. FSL5 suggested that cybersecurity
professionals want to be working in challenging areas of cybersecurity and know exactly
what they're worth.
Application of training to conceptual framework. Participates response was aligned
with the conceptual framework of both the hierarchy of needs theory by Maslow (1943)
and Straub and Welke’s (1998) stakeholder management theory (SMT). Training in both
hierarchy of needs and SMT is important to this study because cybersecurity market is
the largest and fastest growing market in the United States and financial institutions are
prime targets. According to (Adams & Makramalla, 2015), hiring knowledgeable
employees for the job is critical for an employer; however, training and retention are even
more critical than recruitment, hence the need for organizations to develop and
implement effective training practices. By using both SMT and the hierarchy of needs
framework will strengthen employee motivation and commitment through training. The
hierarchy of needs by Maslow (1943) model presents a means for understanding the
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needs of the individual and training makes the worker more secure, can enhance feelings
of belongingness and self-esteem, and provides the opportunity for self-actualization.
Findings aligned with existing literature. Researchers indicated that human
vulnerabilities account for 80% of total vulnerabilities exploited by attackers (Gordon et
al., 2015). If organizations want to protect organizational resources from cyberattacks,
they must train their entire staff (Adams & Makramalla, 2015). According to Adams and
Makramalla (2015), just creating corporate awareness is not enough, organizations must
make a proactive investment in building cybersecurity skills across all levels of the
workforce, and people require leadership.
The research introduces the concept of gamification as a framework for
organizational development. Using this approach, cybersecurity training and
implementation utilize a game-based approach to a far-reaching problem enabling
administrative staff to “have fun” while engaging in protecting organizational assets.
Further, this type of gaming investment has the potential of reducing the financial burden
on businesses from cyberattacks and maintaining consumer confidence. Furthermore,
cybersecurity is the control of tools, policies, security concepts, security safeguards,
guidelines, risk management approaches, actions, training, best practices, assurance, and
technologies to protect the environment and organization’s assets (Von Solms & Van
Niekerk, 2013). According to Tamjidyamcholo, Baba, Shuib, and Rohani (2014),
knowledge sharing proves to have favorable effects on both the education, training, and
business sectors. Whereas both Tamjidyamcholo, Baba, Shuib, and Rohani (2014) and
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Gordon et al., (2015) indicated that the relationships between knowledge sharing and
training offer effective practices in prevention and mitigation of cyberattacks.
Theme 2: Broadened Social Networking
The second major theme that emerged from the data analysis was broadened
social networking. The development of theme 2 was from all interview questions and
company archival documents. In Table 1, participates indicated 28.8% of the frequency
of occurrence identified in the textual analysis.
Stoughton et al. (2015) indicated that social networking websites such as
LinkedIn and Facebook allow employers to gain information regarding applicants which
employees may not otherwise share during the hiring process. The data analysis of this
study correlated Stoughton et al.’s results were that some leaders’ hiring decision did not
effect the relationship between screening and hiring. My results suggest organizations
should consider the costs and benefits of social media screening which could assist in
finding ideal cybersecurity professionals.
A total of three (60%) FSLs indicated to shared their outlook on social
networking. Applicants may need to change their social networking websites as well, to
make them favorable to an employer (Stoughton et al., 2015). FSL2 recommended we
use LinkedIn to find and recruit new talent through our social media campaign. Our
company coordinates with the local University recruitment personnel to schedule job
fairs when looking for talent. We also posted a job announcement on our web page.
FSL4 indicated that we contact internal applicants and ask them to submit resumes if they
are interested and if no candidates are identified we publish via headhunters. FSL5 said
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we are familiar with social and professional networks LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook.
You want to find professional social networks that focus on cybersecurity. All five
(100%) participants indicated that social networking is critical to recruiting qualified
cybersecurity professionals.
Application of social networking to conceptual framework. From the interviews with
FSLs were consistent with the conceptual framework presented in both hierarchy of
needs theory and stakeholder management theory (SMT). Schuck (2016) suggested that
utilizing an employee conduct code rather than the criminal justice system to address
offenses is likely to lead to success. The hierarchy of needs lists success amongst higherlevel goals. Social networking is a tool that applies to stakeholder management theory, as
those who are likely to be a stakeholder also may utilize social networking sites. Ruehl
and Ingenhoff (2016) provided that recently corporations have become increasingly
active on social networking sites (SNS). From a communication management
perspective, SNS have the potential to communicate with stakeholders on online
communities directly. The researcher suggested that like Ruehl and Ingenhoff,
interconnections of incentive link to possible motivations for participation on corporate
pages. Using social networking to recruit cybersecurity professionals is cost effective,
and faster than traditional means of having applicants come to a staffer or employer.
Findings aligned with existing literature. Researcher indicated Hille, Walsh, and
Cleveland (2015) examined that when using the Internet, the consumers should transfer
their personal and financial data to merchants or third parties to carry out online business
transactions. Personal and fiscal data combined, constitute a person's unique online
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identity. The growth in online sales coupled with the worldwide growth in Internet-based
information exchange, social networking, the access of mobile devices, and e-commerce
is contributing to the rise in cyber-crime. The online growth has made many consumers
anxious about online identity theft. Identity theft is one of the fastest-growing crimes of
the 21st century (Ruth, Matusitz, & Wan, 2015). Ruth et al. (2015) explained that
identity theft impacts the personal finances and well-being of victims, and on the
financial institutions and economies of countries. Identity theft presents challenges for
law enforcement agencies and governments worldwide.
Ruth (2015) advocated that businesses and organizations can take measures to
protect personal information better and that individuals should be educated regarding
their rights, and be vigilant and protect their personal information offline and in
cyberspace. Likewise, Saridakis, Benson, Ezingeard, and Tennakoon (2016) indicated
that social networking users are at a high-risk propensity to become victims of cybercrime. The results of this study indicated to control information shared on social
networking platforms has adverse effects on recruiting qualified candidates because part
of knowing an applicant was to know everything about them.
Theme 3: Improved Communication
Improved communication is the final theme found through textual analysis and it
is essential in every area within every strategy. Working together as a team improves
business processes and profitability, and market share (Daneshgari & Moore, 2016).
Compared to archival data regarding business communication: Communication makes
people feel confident in their role as an employee, and by providing guidelines to
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strengthen interaction between leaders and staff, both grow together as a team (Bruyer,
Jacobs, & Vandendaele, 2016).
In the respondents’ answers, proved that the team should work toward the same
goals for innovations to be successful. One must make a change to practice in business
and assure that communication is important to everyone involved in an organization
(Webb & Roberts, 2016). All five (100%) participants’ responses indicated that
communication requires strengthening to recruit cybersecurity professionals.
Communication is salient to all five (100%) of the participants interviewed. FSL1
indicated that project managers meet with the customer to assess the plan and set
milestones to address these challenges. The manager then meets with his staff to plan
and set goals and address issues as they arise. FSL2 mentioned my strategy was
deployed using technology and recruiters. FSL3 noted that the region implements a
Regional Change Control Board, (RCCB) that governs the deployment of a new
cybersecurity hardware/software. The product was tested against a select subset of
platforms throughout the region to identify any issues that may occur. If no issues occur,
then an Action Item was then submitted for a full rollout. FSL4 acknowledged we used a
research team to decide what changes in our staffing are needed based on cost
effectiveness, then we communicate the change to staff involved, and implement the
change through agile methodologies. FSL5 revealed that we found young new talent and
helped them realize the potential to engage in challenging work, as well as growth and
development.
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A total of four (80%) participates provided their response to stakeholder
consideration and three of four (75%) indicated they want more stakeholder involvement.
FSL1 mentioned from the feedback, “we received from our customers on how their needs
are met overall and if the staff is knowledgeable”. FSL3 noted by “evaluating the
knowledge of the recruit on their ability not only to follow established procedures once
trained but also identify new and upcoming technologies and finding ways to prepared
for them before these technologies being deployed throughout the enterprise. We do this
because we understand that security of our networks and data are a continuous process.”
FSL4 indicated “the productivity of employees measures our success and how much data
is secured versus how much is compromised, and the satisfaction of our customers.”
FSL5 stated that “to be sure to put performance measures in place to determine how
successful your response plan was to the cyber threat. Find out how long it would take
your organization to quarantine or mitigate the breach through different scenario plays. If
you are successful or not, continue to update the business security protocol.
Application of communication to conceptual framework. Communication in both
SMT and the hierarchy of needs is important to this study as well as to the use of the
combined conceptual framework in the future. According to Nagin (2016), the most
significant error in communication is the failure to communicate risk to both would be
criminals and those in defense and the policing of the same criminals. Based on
participant FSL3’s entire response series to the six interview questions there is a constant
flow of communication to both higher and lower level employees. In response to
question 5, how the success of strategies and recruitment processes are measured, FSL3
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stated by evaluating the knowledge of the recruit on their ability not only to follow
established procedures once trained but also identify new and upcoming technologies and
finding ways to prepared for them before these technologies applies throughout the
enterprise. We do this because we understand that security of our networks and data are
a continuous process.
Demonstrating a communication process, that goes above them as a financial
service leader, and directly to the cybersecurity professional. I find that there is not a
lack of disclosure in this case from the free population, but a lack of recruiting strategy in
the sole reliance on social media to attract and test would be cybersecurity professionals.
The data resulting from this research demonstrates that customers’ perceptions of
customer-related corporate social responsibility (CSR) and ethical issues have a positive
impact on both customer identification and stakeholder satisfaction with banking
companies. Resonating with Pérez and Rodríguez del Bosque (2016) findings that
perceptions of stakeholder-related CSR boost customer satisfaction, due to frequent agile
communication.
Findings aligned with existed literature. Researchers indicated that the exploitation of
the General Information and Communications Technology (ICT) supply chain is a
growing security concern in the industry. According to McDaniel (2013), key elements
of the global ICT supply chain security include the development of private businesses
and the development of a strategy for education, training, communicate, and awareness
about cybersecurity. The roles and responsibilities of security professionals within an
organization entail dealing with sensitive information (Borum, Felker, Kern, Dennesen,
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& Feyes, 2015). Denning and Gordon (2015) indicated that the US Department of
Defense is actively recruiting cybersecurity professionals. In 2014, employers filled 900
of 6,000. The authors mentioned that 66% of the job openings by 2020 and should
require post-secondary education and may rely more on communication and analysis
skills than on manual skills.
Table 2.
A sample of participants’ perspectives from identified themes (cont.)
Theme

Participant: Experience

Increased Training

FSL1: Finding the best combination of
experience, education, skill level along
with an inner enthusiasm and drive to
succeed and grow in the industry. The
prospective staff member should have
career oriented goals and be driven to learn
and succeed.
FSL2: Our success is measure in the
number of successfully hired candidates
with the correct qualifications.
FSL3: The biggest challenge we face is that
of a process change that may add a
requirement for the end user, (customer).
In most cases, this change requires buy-in
and acceptance from the local Union
representatives and additional training to
the customer.

Broadened Social Networking

FSL2: We use LinkedIn to find and recruit
new talent through our social media
campaign. Our company coordinates with
the local University recruitment personnel
to schedule job fairs when looking for
talent. We also posted a job announcement
on our web page.
FSL5: We are familiar with social and
professional networks LinkedIn, Twitter,
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Table 2 continues

and Facebook. You want to find
professional social networks that focus on
cybersecurity.

Improved Communication

FSL1: Project managers meet with the
customer to assess the plan and set
milestones to meet these challenges. The
manager then meets with his staff to plan
and set goals and address issues as they
arise.
FSL2: My strategy was deployed through
the use of technology and recruiters.
FSL3: The region implements a Regional
Change Control Board, (RCCB) that
governs the deployment of a new
cybersecurity hardware/ software. The
product is then tested against a select
subset of platforms throughout the region
to identify any issues that may occur. If no
issues occur, then an Action Item is then
submitted for full rollout.
FSL4: We use a research team to decide
what changes in our staffing are needed
based on cost effectiveness, then we
communicate the change to staff involved,
and implement the change through agile
methodologies.
FSL5: We found young new talent and
helped them realize the potential to engage
in challenging work, as well as growth and
development.

Applications to Professional Practice
The purpose of this qualitative multiple case study was to explore what strategies
financial service leaders need to recruit trained cybersecurity professionals. The
populations for this study consisted of five FSLs Columbia, South Carolina. These FSLs
responsible for the recruitment of cybersecurity professionals have worked for their
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respective companies a minimum of 5 years and have recruited at least 5 cybersecurity
professionals with IT Specialist in their job title. The population provided information on
how to recruit and retain trained cybersecurity employees. The information furnished by
the 5 FSLs contributed to social change through sharing strategies they use to recruit and
retain cybersecurity professionals. There is an abundance of research which provided
reasons for recruiting professionals, but limited research on strategies to specifically
recruit and retain people in the IT field. Financial service leaders can use this research to
create additional innovative ideas on how to retain and recruit IT professionals.
The themes which emerged during data collect are increased training, broadened
social networking, and improved communication. The FSLs, in this case, expected
cybersecurity professionals to possess already the skills they needed to work in an IT
environment noted by FSL3 and FSL 5 (40%). The results of my study could contribute
to business practices by encouraging leaders in the financial service industry to be
transparent in training and hiring practices. The FSLs, who participated in this study,
conveyed that having ready to work employees has lasting benefits for the cybersecurity
industry and that on the job training could include organizational goals. Training may
promote employee behaviors consistent with the values of the organization. Business
leaders may find results of this study affect organizational and social change by
encouraging business practices that influence their stakeholders to contribute to data
security efforts.
Social networking to recruit employees was also a strategy utilized by FSL2 and
FSL5 (40%). Prospective cybersecurity professionals could use this information to clean
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up their online footprint to attract IT recruiters and promote their services.
Communication is salient to all five (100%) of the participants interviewed. Open
communication and a top-down approach to communicating change increases
transparency and establishes trust amongst management and employees. The FSLs in
this case, described to their supervisors and subordinates to assure the proper information
is the same throughout the organization, and everyone understood the reasons for the
change and fluctuation of security efforts.
The researcher will provide any company interested with a summary of the
findings including suggestions for professional practice, and how my results can apply to
their organization. The implication for positive social change will arise from a gained
knowledge base of how to find and recruit IT professionals and those with IT related
skills. The intended contribution to existing research was to provide knowledge to the
banking industry on the importance of strategies to have the best encryption and security
of all internal and external data to protect themselves, and their stakeholders.
Implications for Social Change
The primary objective of this study was to explore strategies FSLs use to retain
and recruit cybersecurity professionals. The retention of professionals has been an
increasing concern for the cybersecurity industry (Campbell, Saner, & Bunting, 2016).
The implementation of the strategies identified by FSL1, FSL2, FSL3, and FSL4 (80%)
such as using social media to look for and recruit IT professionals) should serve as a
precedence for young social networkers to make their pages professional (Jethwani,
Memon, Seo, & Richer, 2016). The use of recruiting strategies specifically for
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cybersecurity professionals, in the banking industry can protect individuals and build
trust in an economic climate where everyone is sensitive about fraud (Devi, 2016).
The results of my study may contribute to social change, and business practices
as leaders reach greater company financial performance goals, through retention of
cybersecurity professionals. Business executives can find areas of weakness in data
security, create more jobs, and invest financial gains into the infrastructure of the local
community. Through the creation of profit, a greater economic development is possible
as more job applicants relocate to areas where there are growing economies and a secure
job base. Business leaders might develop and sponsor college scholarships as the
organizational need for cybersecurity professionals rising, and spur those institutions to
train students on the data security to fit needs of the banking industry.
The more members of the community that attend college, the more society
benefits (Lile, Ottusch, Jones, & Richards 2017). There is a likelihood that college
graduates earn more, contribute more to the community, have better health coverage, and
are likely to contribute back to the society from which they came. Institutions of higher
learning enhance economic development through research programs and partnerships
with business and governmental entities. Business leaders may find results of this study
affect organizational and social change by encouraging business practices that influence
young people to use their technology skills in ways that benefit themselves and society.
Recommendations for Action
My recommendation is that future researchers further the understanding of
phenomena – this may be a strategy for business owners. The high number of data
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breaches in the banking industry stifles organizational profitability and can damage the
morale of the existing customers. Employers should interview IT specialists to ensure
not only their job skills are proficient; however, but to understand the personality of the
job applicant fits well with the organizational culture and the employee is willing to learn.
Communicating clear and consistent hiring practices helped build trust with stakeholders,
and restore confidence in the banking industry.
Business and government leaders should apply the findings of this study because
cybersecurity breaches affect business profitability and sustainability. Managers should
not overlook the importance communicating is in their work environment and the benefit
social media can have on recruiting, retaining, and the production of cybersecurity
professionals. Results can assist leaders with recruiting, training financial service
organizational leaders, and building stakeholder relationships focusing on retention,
motivation, and performance.
Recommendations for Further Research
Researchers could benefit from the social change concepts offered in this research
study by applying the audit trail to repeat and expand the understanding of the
phenomenon. The advantage to repeating a study is identifying to recruit and retain
cybersecurity professionals to maintain data security. There are numerous industries in
the field of business, and assessing the value of IT strategy may be different for all of
them. Utilizing a qualitative case study method would be ideal because it is the method
used in the current research.
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Other study designs, such as phenomenological, ethnographic, and grounded
theory, would be inductive and allow for ongoing data collection and analysis (Latham,
2013). The following recommendations for future study are for individuals interested in
exploring topics comparable to my research that chose to use similar methodologies.
Organizational leaders may use my research about retaining cybersecurity professionals,
to attract and hire trained, cybersecurity IT specialist.
In other businesses, the strategies presented here may assist in securing financial
data, and that change would be specific to each industry. My recommendation is that
stakeholders may change their behavior based on what strategies they perceive as
valuable. The findings resulting from this study inform a business problem focused on
the concept of organizational benefit. Based on the responses provided by participants,
not only did I discover possible answers to the research questions, but also these results
assisted in identifying what professionals believe are the traits required to be competent
in their field.
Reflections
With limited experience with Walden University and the dissertation writing
process, Walden and writing a dissertation, I started this process with some preconceived
ideas and values of how this study was going to be. As a banker, I wanted my
dissertation to be something I would be passionate about and have the accessibility to
conduct research. My research topic also led to concerns over how the citizens in South
Carolina were affected by South Carolina Tax Commission (SCTC) hacking problems.
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After that, cybersecurity became a topic of intense public discussion because these issues
affect me personally.
With the understanding that SCTC did not have a designated cybersecurity
professional before the cyberattack occurred and the agency reported the incident 14 days
after the attack, I began to think that other governmental agencies and financial
institutions may not have a cybersecurity security professional on staff as well. My
thoughts were that financial institutions employ security officers, however not a person
who handles only the IT risks and vulnerabilities created by possible cyberattacks.
Another preconceived idea was that I would be taking online courses and not have
someone to help if I have problems with my doctoral study. Now I can honestly say;
Walden University has given me all the tools I need to be fruitful and to complete this
journey. I am thankful for my Chair, and the committee selected for me, that knew so
much about my topic; as well as the reviewers and methodologists that assisted with the
development of the study.
Driven by the competition among financial institutions to offer new products and
services, organizations are rapidly adopting new technology. Collectively, innovation of
new technology and the data that financial institutions generate along with the funds they
maintain and convey every day make financial institutions attractive targets for
cyberattacks. New vulnerabilities in both hardware and software apply daily; making it
difficult to protect systems from cyberattacks may be a reason why financial institution
has difficulty hiring cybersecurity professionals.
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Conclusion
Leaders should use multiple strategies including being honest and transparent to
hire cybersecurity professionals and establish trust with all stakeholders. By increasing
managers’ ability to communicate through social media, and events-young, trained IT
professionals are more likely to be found. Individuals interested in IT and specifically
cybersecurity should train in the field before looking for positions; the U.S. military is a
great place to gain experience, connecting with Carolina Cluster Pathway Program (C2P2)
at Claflin University, Benedict College, and Voorhees College, or a Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Internship Program.
The findings and recommendations from my research provide a framework to
address how to recruit and retain cybersecurity professionals in the banking industry.
General deterrence theory and social support theory as they relate to management
effectiveness can change stakeholders’ perception of employees within an organization.
Through ethically meeting the demand for cybersecurity professionals, financial service
leaders may have, a strategy could then deploy in businesses to create sustainable
management of security threats, communication with stakeholders, and increase
transparency in business.
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Appendix A: Interview Questions
1. What strategies do you use to recruit cybersecurity professionals?
2. How were the recruiting strategies to recruit cybersecurity professional deployed
and implemented?
3. What challenges, if any, did you experience while using recruiting strategies to
recruit cybersecurity professionals? How did you address any barriers to
implementing the recruitment strategies?
4. How do you measure the success of your strategies and recruitment processes?
5. What additional information can you provide to help me understand the strategies
and processes you’ve used for employing and maintaining the service of
cybersecurity professionals?
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Appendix B: Interview Protocol
Interview Time:
Place:
Location:
Interviewee Number:
Interview Introduction
Before we begin, I want to thank you again; your participation is highly
appreciated. My name is Ivadella Walters. I am a doctoral student enrolled in the D.B.A.
program of Walden University. The purpose of the meeting is to identify strategies used
to recruit cybersecurity professionals in the financial service industry. The interview will
last 45 minutes. Is this still a convenient time to talk? (If no, please let us reschedule
for_______________.) If, yes I continue.
First, please note that a) this interview is audio recorded for use as data for coding
and analysis, b) the treatment of your answers is confidential and your identity
confidential, c) the study will not report on individual participations, and you may
withdraw at any time.
I appreciate you taking time from your busy schedule to help me with my research.
The interview design helps me to gain insight from FSLs to gain strategies to recruit
cybersecurity. Please note there are no right or wrong answers. If you believe you are not
in a position to answer any question (or set of questions) for any reason, simply inform
me. After a few questions acknowledging your background and experiences, I asked you
a set of open-ended questions. Please feel free to elaborate or illustrate any way you feel
fit when answering the open-ended questions. When I ask follow up questions, I am
seeking to present clearly, what I ask in the question since some of the questions could be
interpreted differently. Please ask me to restate any question that may need clarification.
I want to remind you that your participation is voluntary and you may choose not
to answer any questions during the interview. I be taking notes as you respond. I would
also reiterate this interview is being digitally recorded in order not to miss any of your
answers. Would that be Okay? (If no, I not record the interview. If yes, I will start the
recording now.)
General Notes & Comments

